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In Our 9/th Year

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, April 10, 1976

One Section — 10 Pages

Alpha Gam ci Rho Tractor
Pull To Conclude Tonight

President's
—Awalvd-WoricIs Selected
A painting by David Brown Of
Paducah, a graduate student, was
selected for the $300 President's Awaal
in the annual Student Art Show at
Murray State University which opened
Friday evening.
His work, entitled •.'Them
- .1-lorns Otta
Be on that Other klead," was chosen for
the top award by two jurori from
among 260 entries submitted by approximately 113 students on the
campus. More than $1,600 in prize
money and purchase awards was
presented to student exhibitors
following a reception to open the show.
A total of 73 pieces by 48 student
artists are in the show, which will
remain on exhibit in the fourth floor
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center through May 5.
Work in the show ineludes paintings,
drawings, prints, sculpture, weavings,
photographs,and ceramics.
.' Among the other top awards in the
competition ,sponsored by the Department of Art are: The $200 Dean's
Award to Laurie Waite, Lexington
sophomore, for an untitled painting;
the $150 Robert Head Award to Gary
Parker, Rushville, Neb., graduate
student, for an untitled ceramics piece;
$100 Dean's Awards to Rachael
Maupin, Campbellsville sophomore,for
a drawing entitled "Mrs. Paulstein's
Desert Trip" and to Fred Thomas,
Fancy Farm senior, for a drawing,
entitled "Good Shepard;" and a $50
Robert Head Award to Barry Moss,
Hopkinsville senior, for a photograph
..
entitled "Circus No.4."
These works will become a part of the
Eagle Gallery peorianent collection.
Merit Awards' presented at the
reception included:
The.$.100 Murray Art %cleatS. Award
to Cindy Easley, a Bowling Green
senior, for a weaving; the $50 Hal
.Houstoa Award , to Rick Hubbard,
Puryear, Tenn., senior, fora sculpture;
the $30 Fisher Price Award to Mrs.
Easley for a weaving; and the $25 Clara
M. Eagle Award to Mike Miles,
Paducah junior, for a sculpture.
Purchase Awards presented were:
The $150 Peoples Bank Award to
Steve Tucker, Lexington senior, for a
weaving; the $150 Larry Marrs Special
Education Award to Tucker for a
weaving; the $100 John Lindauer
Award to Parker for a ceramics piece;
the $50 Bank of Murray Award to Ricky
Arrowood, Hopkinsville senior, for a
silkscreen; and the $50 Library Award
to. JUL mpth4jj",-. poucakjunior, for a
ceramics piece.
(See Painting, Page 10)

ly Per Copy

LEGAL INTERN—Hickman County ;Attorney Joseph W. Bowfin , seated,
checks progress made on an industrial sites analysis being made by Jeff
Green, 21, a senior history and political science major at Muria State
University and since last fall a practicing intern in Bowlin's office. Green,
who plans to enter law school next fall, is from Hickman and has relieved
Bowlin of much of the time-consuming paper work and administrative
responsibilities of his office. For this, he will receive nine hours of academic
credit to go along With the six hours he is taking this springaf the University
in the classroom.

By M. C. Garrott
James Evans, 36, gunned the engine
of his 1936 model F20 Farman tractor
three quick times Thursday night then
sent it straining against the weight of a
57,000-pound "sled."
Eight seconds later, his driving
wheels spinning in the freshly packed
dirt of the indoor arena, he could pull
the weight no further . He had pulled it
37' 5", but enough to win the opening
class of the first event held in the newlycompleted $2.6 million West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center at
Murray State University.
Evans, a Buncombe, Ill., farmer, is
one of more than 50 tractor drivers and
owners competing in a three-day indoor
sanctioned pull in the new facility,
located on the University's agriculture
laboratory farm and one mile west of
the main campus.
Moments later, Evans' neighbor,
Bob McCall, a 31-year-old construction
worker, hitched his 44 Massey Harris
tractor to the -sled," but managed to
pull it only 35' 10" to finish in second
place in class for tractors in the 4,500pound range. They were the only entrants in the opening class.
Thursday night's events were open to
the non-professional, farm-used
tractors, while last night and tonight's
'events will send the larger,
professional-type machines competing
for shares of the $650 in prize money
being offered in each of eight classes.
The pull is being sponsored by the
Alpha Gamma Rho agriculture
fraternity at the University.
A special attraction at the pull is the
huge tractor used. to pull the "sled"

Green Serves As Model For
Anticipated Program At MSU
•

Jeff Green, 21, is a big, handsome
senior at Murray State University with
deep dimples in his cheeks and a quick,
contagious smile.
He will graduate from Murray State
in May with a double major—history
and political science—and he has just
been named the outstanding history
student at the University for the 1975-76
school year. He also is president of Pi
Sigma Alpha, an honorary political
science fraternity at the University.
He is the son of Mrs. Cora Lee Green,
200 Moulton, Hickman. His father, the
_late _ Hickman _City Manag,ar ..B.onall
Green, died Feb. 9. A sister, Laurie
Lee, also is a student at Murray State, a
freshman majoring in accounting.

Jeff plans to become a lawyer, and at
the moment is awaiting acceptance to
law school at either the University of
Kentucky* or the Salmon P: Chase
College of Law at Northern Kentucky
State College.
His senior year at Murray State,
however, has served as a model for
what University faculty and many West
Kentucky county officials hope will
become a new and valuable community and regional service from the
University's main campus.
Since last September, Jeff has been
an-administc-ative assistant and internto Hickman County Attorney Joseph W.
Bowlin, 29, at Clinton. Bowlin also is
vice-chairman of the Purchase Area
Development District, headquartered
at Mayfield.
When Bowlin became Hickman
county attorney in January, .1974, it
didn't take him long to learridiarirrany
of his responsibilities—both of the office
and with the Area. Development
time-consuming
District—involved paperwork and administrative duties.
He turned to Murray State and Dr.
Farouk Umar, chairman of the
Department of Political Science, for
help, and an arrangement was worked
Out under which a pre-law student could
be assigned to his office for practical.
on-the-job experience to supplement his
academic work at the University.
Jeff, being from the Clinton-Hickman.
area and acquainted with Bowlin, was
selected for the internship, the first of
its type ever provided by the Univer'sity. For his work with Bowlin's office,
he will receive nine semester hours of
academic credit togo along with the six
hours he is taking in classroom work
this spring.
In the seven months that he has
served as Bowlin's assistant, Jeff has
become involved and gained valuable
practical experience in a wide variety
of local, state and federal programs: He
has done legal research in many types
of civil cases, such as suits, bounday
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ART AWARD WINNERS—David Brown (left) of Paducah, a graduate art
student at Murray State University, won the top award in the annual
Student Art Show which opened Friday evening with his painting shown in
the background entitled "Them Horns Otta Be on Met Other Head." The
other top awards in the show to run through May S In the Clara M. Eagle
Callers, on the campus went to Laurie Waite, Lexington sophomore,for an
untitled painting and to Gary Parker, Rushviile, Neb., graduate student, for
an untitled ceramics piece. A total of 73 pieces selected from 260 entries
are included in the show. More than $1,600 in prire money and purchase
awards was presented to student exhibitors for their work.
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Mostly Sunny
Mostly sunny and mild today with'
in the upper 60s. Fair and cool torii"
with lows near 40. Partly cloudy wit'
chance of showers Sunday. Highs in the
low 60s. Mostly sunny snd cooler
Monday. Chances of meaFtirabieprecipitation are 40 per cent Sun41,1'

disputes, and domestic problems.
has worked closely with County
Judge Pro Tern Ricky Rothschild, the
county juvenile officer, doing follow-up
work to see that court orders are
carried out. He has helped prepare a
comprehensive analysis of Clinton's
residential and business areas for the
purpose of long-range improvement
planning.
Another project in which he has been
involved has been the.development of a
comprehensive promotional package
industries in
prospective
for
cooperation with the Kentucky
Department of Commerce, including a
brochure designed to promote tourism
in the Hickman County area.
Another has been the organization of
a rural fire-fighting task force through

back into position after each competitor
has had a go at moving it along a 230foot-long track. It is a 27,000-pound 4568
four-wheel International owned by
Thomas and Harold Houston, Calloway
County farm brothers, and costing
$53,000.
Powered by an 800-cubic-inch turbo
charged diesel V-8 engine fed from a
170-gallon fuel tank, the huge machine
is.11' 4" tall and is equipped with airconditioning, AM- FM and CB radio. It
runs on four 30.5x32 and four 18.4x38
water-filled tires, giving it an over-all
width of 14 feet. The largest tractor in
Calloway County, the Houstons'
machine is capable of pulling 12 18-inch
moldboard plows or a 32-foot disc
harrow.
The "sled" against which the competing tractors strain is being provided
by the Otwell Ruitan Sled Association
at Otwell, Ind. In charge of it are Frank
Whaley, Jim Foster and Doyle Cox, all
farmers living in the Otwell area.

At Murray State University
Music by American composers in
celebration of the Bicentennial will be
featured when the Murray State
University Symphony Orchestra
presents its annual spring concert on
the campus Thursday evening, April 15
To begin at 8:15 p.m. in I,ovett
Auditorium, the program is open to the
public at no admission charge. Neale B.
Mason, orchestra conductor, will direct
the 60-member group during the
program.
A special feature will be the first
performance of a work by Paul Shahan,
director of bands at Murray State,
entitled -Beat the Drums Proudly,"
commissioned by the Jackson -Pt*.
chase Historical Society headed by L.
Harry M. Sparks as president.
Dolly McNutt, former Paducah
mayor and widely noted speaker, will
appear with the symphony as the
narrator of the Shahan composition,
which is an historical narrative
depicting the pastoral life of the
Chickasaw Indians and the events of
the founding and development of the
Jackson Purchase area.
The concert, one of a series of events
planned on the campus during the
Bicentennial year, will also include
music from the ballet "Rodeo" by
Aaron Copland, the -Indian" Suite- by Edward MacDowell, and Charles Ives'
Symphony No. 3.
Shahan has been a member of the
music faculty at Murray State since
1956. His compositions include a

Criminal Justice
Conference Is Set

Conference coordinators Robert L.
Whitten, director of -the division of
criminology and corrections, and Dr.
Frank Kodman, Jr., professor of
psychology, indicated that the public is
invited to attend a reception to be held
from 6 to 7 p.m. on each date.
Members of the Kentucky Council on
Crime and Deliquency from throughout
h conference.statewdlbe the honored guests at
the
In addition to Whitten and Kodinan,
.
will moderate several sessions, the
h
program
the meeting will include
the following:
Charles J. Holmes, commissioner of
the Kentucky bureau of Corrections;
Charles Bass, assistant commissioner
of the Tennessee Department of
Corrections; J. L. Thomas, associate
director of the Kentucky Office of
Crime Prevention; Lee King, Purchase
district program - manager of the
Bureau for Social Services; Mike
Yelton, residential services manager of
the Louisville Bureau for Social Services; William Steeger, juvenile court
liaison specialist for the Elizabethtown
Bdreau of Social Services.
, Marshals- F. Duakia, chief . of the
Mayfield Police Department; Kenneth
Kennedy, investigative counsel for the

I See Tractor Pull, Page 101

Annual Spring Concert Set

(See Green ,Page 10

"Crime Prevention and Control" will
be the theme of the fifth annual Kentucky Criminal Justice Conference at
Murray State University on Tuesday
and Wednesday, April 13-14.
Professionals in the administration of
justice from Kentucky and Tennessee
will make presentations during the
sessionsin Room .208 of Faculty Hall
from 2 to 4 p.m. and from 7 to 10 p.m.
Tuesday, and from 7 to 10 p.m. Wed-

Also on hand for the pull is Mike
Snyder, 25, for the past four years a
track judge with the National Tractor
Pullers Association and headquartered
at Upper Sandusky, Ohio,
The Murray pull, according to
Snyder, will become one of a circuit
sanctioned by the NTPA. More than 60
will be held during the year across 22
states and Canada. The :'super pull," or
grand championships will be held near
the end of the year in Indianapolis. Ind.,
with the prizes totaling more than
$100,000.
. John Youngerman, Murray, is a
director of the -Kentucky State Tractor
-Pullers Association.
_ Among the Calloway Countians
competing are Dennis Jones, 29, and
Tommy Carraway, 34, both of Lynn
Grove. Carraway, a part-time farmer
and who operates a radio and glass
shop in Murray, drove Jones' 9,000in
ThurInternational
pound

Governor's Blue Ribbon Commission
on Kentucky's penal system; Dr.
Charles A. Homra, chairman of the
Department of Psychology at Murray
State; Dr. John Lindauer, dean of the
College of Business and Public Affairs
at Murray State; Henry E. Cowan,
superintendent of the Kentucky State
Penitentiary at Eddyville; and JamesFornear, former diurtor of the
Breckinridge Job Corps Center.

symphony, works for band and ensembles, choral works, and an opera.
Mrs. McNutt, who has been active in a
wide range of civic and governmental
work, is a member of the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society.
The symphony orchestra at Murray
State is made up of students, a few
faculty members, and local and area
musicians. Its broad purpose is to
provide students of music an opportunity to acquire practical experiepc.e in orchestral_ _playing while
providing valid cultural presentations
for the enjoyment and edification of the
campus community and..kople of the
area.

Horse Shows
To Be Held
In New Center
The first horse shows to be held in the
new $2.6 million West Kentucky
Livestock and Exhibition Center on the
Murray State University farm are
scheduled-for April /6 and 17. The April 16 program, sponsored y
the Murray State Horseman's Club nd
beginning at 5 p.m., will include 4,pen
classes in jumping, barrel racing, pole
bending, three and five-gaitei, fox
trotting among others. Some of the top
horses and riders from a six-state area
are expected to compete.
The April 17 program, beginning at 9
a.m. and continuing throughout the
day, is expected to attrict one of the
largest American Quarter Horse
Association fields of the year in Kentucky.
Its events will include a National
Cutting Horse Association championship competition, marking the first
time such an event has ever been held
in the West Kentucky area. Other
events that day will include registered
classes, open poles, ovn barrel and
open Western pleasure classes.
Total prize money for the two shows
is $1,050. Tickets are $1 for adults and
children under 11, will be admitted free.

siSt. HORSE SHOW: Checking final plans for the rust horse shows to be
held in the new West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center at Murray
State University April 16 and 17 are, from the left: Jim Oxford, Murray,
president of the Murray State Horseman's Club; Jim Rudolph, an instructor
in the Department of Agri( ulture at,Murray State, and Carol Robertson, a
freshman horsemanship student frotn Clinton, Md., holding the reins of
Rebel's Cause, a six-year-old bay ntrarter horse stallion lowned by the.
University. The blanket on the horse will he awarded to the high p2ird hos.- se in eke American Ginterter fillme 40414 iation Show April
17.andlail of
the two-day program.
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Your Individual Horoscope

Your Individual Horoscope

Frances Drake

Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY,APRIL, 11, 1976
for the section in which those concerned with tht
Look
Look in the section in which your sense of humor. You
your birthday comes and find present. Forget the past.
your birthday comes and find usually enjoy outwitting (opwhat your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
what your outlook is, according posing forces.
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
the stars.
to
to the stars.
SAGITTARIUS
If it will help to clear up a
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
situation in sensible fashion
ARIES
ARIES
Wait for cues before laundon't turn down any feasible
(Mar..21 to Apr. 20)TA
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
ching any project. If not on
( Care advised, in domestic suggestion. But discriminate
Some challenges indicated, guard, you could get into difspending. A credit arrangement between the astute and the rash.
but the clever and ambitious ficult situations or needless
could turn out to be very ex- CAPRICORN
Arien should best them easily. complications.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lej"•pensive in the long run.
In fact, they should prove highly CAPRICORN
Romance is in your picture
TAURUS
stimulating.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
now. You'll get unmistakable
Apr. 21 to May 21)
(
TAURUS
Avoid tendencies toward
Friends may want you to go hints that someone you admire
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
restlessness, indecision.
an unexpected outing. Go considers you most attractive.
on
Lesser matters may be Protect yourself and others
with the idea. You'll have Follow up!
along
highlighted now, but these could against dubious schemes,
Al4UARIUS
blue.
gooda
spark big achievements later. deceiving appearances and lack
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
So, whatever you attempt, give of restraint.
Fear of change may beset you
( May to June 21)
your best.
AQUARIUS
Your Mercury', in excellent at times, but success often calls
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
position, encourages written for finding one's. way through
9
(May 22 to June 21) n111
Planetary influences espematters, communications mazes, odd nooks, with inYour intuition and self- cially favor research, organiGive a good account comprehensible persons.
generally.
peak.
a
at
confidence should be
zational matters, finances. You
PIS('ES
yourself.
of
show
Grasp any opportunity to
may get some good ideas from
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
CANCER
your abilities at their best. others.
What pleases one may not
)
C
72 to July 23) (
(June
Travel plans favored.
PISCES
This should be a stimulating please another. You may have
CANCER
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
day. There's a chance that to juggle a bit to avoid un(June 72 to July 23)
This day needs enthusiasm —
you'll meet some highly in- desirable contention and
Concentrate on substantial backed up with thorough
teresting (and influential) hassling.
and pertinent matters. Avoid knowledge of what you're
persons socially.
unwise involveqients and about. Reckon with others' skill,
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
complications, but do not experience.
courageous, energetic and
(July 21 to Aug. 23) I/24 C2
sidestep problems which MUST
You may need a mental uplift ambitious. Being a born leader,
be handled.
YOU BORN TODAY are
now. Don't brood. Determine to others follow you, and your
LEO
endowed with a magnetic
engage only in the activities opinions carry weight, so it's
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
personality, tremendous amwhich stimulate you most — important that you never exYou may now have the op- bition and a gift of leadership
press yourself impulsively,
and stick to your resolution.
portunity to advance through a which is truly extraordinary.
without careful forethought.
VIRGO
"different- idea_ At least, draw Not as impulsive as others born
You are extremely versatile
__(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
up plans — ready to project at under your Sign, you think
A splendid period for meeting and could make a name for
the right moment.
calmly arid objectively before d
up with your most interesting, yourself in many fields — but
VIRGO
speaking or acting, so don't get
energetic companions. They'll especially in the law, politics
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
into as much "hot water". as
not only give you some good and statesmanship, where your
Be alert. A thoughtless move some of your zodiacal brothers
ideas, but a lift in giorale as leadership and dynamic percould have more serious and sisters. This ability to
sonality would be tremendous
well.
repercussions than you could analyze and rationalize is a
i(ssets. You could also excel in
LIBRA
possibly imagine. .Emphasize great asset to any one of the
the world of education —
23)
Oct.
to
24
(Sept.
your steadfastness, prac- many careers from which you
planetary making a forceful and brilliant
better
have
You
ticality.
have to choose — especially in
IF you can curb
influences than most, but you teacher
LIBRA
the law which, in your case,
Art
could still miss out on op- tendencies to be overexacting
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
would probably lead to eminent
portunity if careless or in- with those under your superA lively outlook! If you have statesmanship. You are endifferent. Don't let this happen!. vision. Other careers suited to
ability,
dowed with creative
felt some restraint lately, forget
your talents: music, literature
SCORPIO
too: Your gift of words makes
it. You may step more freely
and science. Birthdate of
(Oct. 24 to Nov. =.)
you an excellent writer; your
now — but not recklessly, of
A chance now to see things in Charles Evans Hughes and
love of beauty, an outstanding
course.
quiet perspective. Stand back to Edward Everett, U.S. statespainter or musician and, as a
SCORPIO
review activities — but only man.
salesman or promoter, you can
24 to Nov. 22)
be tops. Birthdate of: Henry
u may run into some opClay, early American statesposition, but you need not let it
man.
disturb your equilibrium or
FOR MONDAY, APRIL 12, 1976
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Saturday,April 10

Sunclay, April 11
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King
NOW Rummage Sale will be
will be honored at a reception
at South 18th and Magnolia.
for their 50th anniversary at
Willing Workers Club will the home of Dr. and Mrs
Thompson, 1706
sponsor a fish and sandwich James T.
Plainview, from two to four p.
meal at the Hazel Community
m. No gifts please.
Center with serving to start at
ten a.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Vied,
will be honored at a
Sr.,
East
by
sale
Attic
for their golden
reception
Elementary PTC will be at
wedding anniversary from
starting
shine,
or
rain
school,
two to four p. m. at Bethel
at eight a. m.
Baptist Church, Tatumville.

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

AND SAVE
DURING THIS
ONCE-A-YEAR EVENT!
FACTORY SAVINGS ON
ALL PRODUCTS SHOWN

Wahl & Elkins
Court Square
753-1713

Friendship Night will be
observed by Murray Star
Fifth annual Kentucky
Chapter No. 433 OES at the Criminal Justice Conference
Masonic Hall at 6:30 p. m. A will open at Murray State
potluck supper will be served. University with Dr. Frank
Kodman and Robert L.
Open dance by Delta Sigma Whitten, codirectors, and
Theta will be at Waterfield continue through April 14.
Student Union Building from
Easter Egg Hunt for
eight p. m.to two a. m.
children, twelve and under,
Symposium will be held at lot back of
Bicentennial
with outdoor luncheon in Regents Hall. MSU, at two
campus quadrangle area at p.m.
12:30 p. m. and talk by U. S.
Senator George McGovern at
Monday, April 12
1:30 p. m.
Esther Sunday School Class,
Memorial Baptist Church, will
Sunday, April 11
meet at seven p.m. at the
Miss home of Ladean Spann.
Little
Etentucky
Pageant will be at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at one p.
Suburban Homemakers
m., sponsored by Tau Phi Club will meet with Mrs. Roy
Lambda Sorority.
Hancock at 7:30 p.m.

da
Hays
T
OePeSt Club
Tm
Tuesday

Mrs. Janecek
Hostess For
Club Meeting
Mrs. Joe Janecek opened
her home for the March
meeting of the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club with the
president, Mrs. Carman
D'Angelo, presiding.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Alfred Taylor with group
singing being led by Mrs. Bill
Wrather. Mrs. Howard Wendt
read the minutes and the
financial report.
Nance
Maxine
Mrs.
reviewed the lesson on "The
Look of Spring Fashions."
"Property Rights In Kentucky" were discussed by
By Abigail Van Buren
Mrs. Bill Wrather, Mrs. Jim
1976 by CIIKANro fno.. N
hews 5,n4
Dixon, and Mrs. Carmon
D'Angelo.
Mrs. Crawford Armstrong-DEAR ABBY: Where do you liVe that You have not discussed "Cancer's Seven
heard of a hostess who plans a successful dinner party by Danger Signals."
matching her guests' interests and, yes, sexes?
Visitors were Mrs. Barletta
I am a female psychiatrist, and I wouldn't even think of Wrather; Mrs. Novie Orr, and
starting a therapeutic group unless the sexes were matched
Mrs. Wilkerson.
;fore or less equally.
The next meeting will be
say,
of,
Who, male or female, feels comfortable in a group
at the home of Mrs.
held
six females and two males? Do you?
N. Y. PSYCHIATRIST Clifton Jones on Wednesday,
April 14, atone p.m.
DEAR PSYCHIATRIST: Certainly! A dinner party, is
not a therapeutic group, and all one needs for a successful
party is stimulating. company —be they male or female—
unless they plan to pair off and go to bed.

Shrink Believes in
Matching Dinner Guests

The Murray TOPS(Take off
pounds sensibly) Club held its
regular meeting on Tuesday,
April 6, at seven p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Miss Diane Boyd served as
weight recorder for the
weighing in prior to the
meeting.
Delores Holyschuk, leader,
conducted a fund table
discussion on "Low Calorie
Foods" with all persons
present taking part in the
program.
All interested persons are
invited to attend the TOPS
meeting helcLeach Tuesday
night.

Walter L

a

59

Oaks Women To
Play Bridge
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have their
regular session of bridge on
Wednesday, April 14, at 9:30
a.m.

Reservations should be
made by Tuesday noon with
Jennifer Crouse, hostess
phone 753-4605.

Astarte' School
of

DEAR ABBY: John and I were married just three
months after my father died, so Mom talked us into moving
in with her. We get free room and board, although John and
I both work and can afford to pay her.(Dad left her fairly
well off.)
Now the problem: Mom expects us to take her
everywhere we go. If we don't, she pouts for a week. When
we have company, MOM dominates the conversation. We've
never had a trip- without her. We have no privacy at all.
Its been six years, and John is fad up. So am I, but every
time I mention leaving, Mom cries and begs us to stay. If
we live with her, she has promised that she'll leave the
house and everything to me when she dies. (I have two
married brothers.)
Mom is only 52, but she won't even try to make a life of
her own. She keeps nagging us to have a baby, but we're not
even sure we want children Please help me.
TRAPPED

Belly Dance
Lessons & Parties
Now Taking Pupils
for summer Session

Call 753-0737

DEAR TRAPPED: Your "free" room and board is
costing you far more than it's worth. Move out. Your
mother will never make a life of her own as long as you make
one for her—and sacrifice your own privacy in the process.

DEAR ABBY:1.am going steady with a girl on my block.
She's-10 and I'm 11. She gave me her I.D. bracelet, and I
gave her my frog. She has gotten very bossy' lately, and I
would like to break off with her. How should I go about it?
ALLEN
DEAR ALLEN: Return her ID. bracelet and tell her you
don't want to go steady anymore. Then ask for your frog.
But hurry before the frog croaks.
CONFIDENTIAL TO JOHN C.: Even if you aren't
without sin, cast the first stone. And make it a diamond.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132

Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (26e) envelope
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Take Time To Smell The Flowers...
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Recital by Paul Foster,
Russell's Chapel United
Greenwich, N. Y., tuba, and Methodist Church Women will
Steven Tarrants, Henderson, meet with Dolly Lorenz,
cornposition, will be at two p.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle,
m. at Recital Hall, Fine Arts
First United.. Methodist
Annex, MSU.
.
Church, will meet in the senior
youth room at seven p.m.

Second
Ky 42071
SUB SCR

1.et'

Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house for
an open meeting.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
seven p.m.

Weddings
By

CARLOS
BAILEY
Photography
522 W. Main St.
Murray, Ky.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
seven p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church.
Insight lecture by Judith
Crist, movie critic, will be at
p.m. in
eight
Lovett
Auditorium, MSU.
Musicale by Phi Mu Alpha
will be at nine p.m. in Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex, MSU,
--Monday, April 12
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Betty Robertson.
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Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Church will meet
with Margaret Wilkins at 7:30
p m.
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Full Employment—
Fact Or Fantasy?
There's a new term getting
support by certain liberal elements
in government today. It's called
"full employment." What it means
is that every able bodied person who
wants a job will be given one, by the
,federal government if there is not
one available in private enterprise.
That sounds good, because
everybody wants everybody else to
have a job and make a good wage.
The only problem is that it doesn't
work.
It doesn't work because there
are some people who just don't want
to work. They want a paycheck, but
they don't want to work for it.
"Full employment" is another
way of saying that the liberals want
to take part of the pay of those who
want to work (in the form of taxes)
and give it to those who don't want to
work. They would increase the tax
load oh bUslness-to doleimt federal
jobs and checks to the non-workers
in order to attain "full employment."
To see how this system works, or
doesn't work, one may look to Great
Britain, once the most powerful
country in the world, on whose
domain the sun never set. In their
efforts to get everybody in England
a job, the government turned to
socialism and took over private
enterprise. The goverment owns

t,,r.als and upouonated artistes on this page are Preartgetlar
of providing •forum for the free exchange of differing
letters to the editor •in response to editorials and
,Lt...1 articles are encouraged
1.,t,r1 of this newspaper strung!, Whew', that to limit
articles to oral, Nur which parrallel the editorial
, • thtb newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
. or urge readers *hs do root agree with an editorial stand or
... presented us an individual einter in a column, to rebound,
I
un the pinwale" issue being discussed

- Specialist Five James S. Whittle
completed a combat engineer course at
the U. S. Army School, Murnau, Germany.

nearly all the businesses and
therefore does the hiring and firing.
It also said everybody was entitled
to free health care by the doctors
and dentists and hospitals and the
government would pick up the tab.
What they forgot to remember
was that the "government" is the
"people." And that people have to
work in the private sector to earn
wages so they can pay taxes to run
the government. England has
created a Frankenstein that it can
no longer control. Civil servants are
fixing the budgets, setting salaries,
running the country. And they are
running it into the ground.
Nothing takes the place of free
enterprise and the work ethic. To
quote the hackneyed phrase,
"there's no such thing as a free
lunch." Somebody's got to pay the
"Full employment- is a grand
throught and nothing
would be better than to have every
citizen of this country engaged in
gainful employment. It is the
ultimate dream.
But to the politicians it means
that all who can't get a job
elsewhere should be given a job in
government at the taxpayer's expense. They are wrong, and would
have us ultimately go down the same
trail as England, a trail from which
there is no return.

'and frrible

An all time high of 19,645 books were
checked out in March at the Calloway
County Public Library, according to
Margaret Trevathan,librarian.
Mrs. Alma Hargis died today at her
home on Murray Route Three.
Patsy Lax, Ginger Pierce, Carol
Rolfe, Nannette Solomon, and Paula
Allbritten will be among the twenty-five
girls in the Miss Kentucky Beauty
Pageant at Mayfield on April 16,
Wanda Nance, Bobbie Garrison,
Katherine Lax, Betty Powell, Judy
Parker, Joy Rowland, Betty Riley,
Gladys Etherton, Dee Donelson,
Margaret Morton, and Joy Johnson had
top averages in bowling in the Magic
Tri League.

New businesses in Murray include a
grocery ,store at Five Points opened by
Ralph Ray, and a dry cleaning plant,
College Cleaners, on Main Street by
Edwin and Walter Waterfield.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. W. P. Howe, Hunter Lovett, and
Gerald Manning.
Mrs. Fannie Nold McElrath will be 95
years old on April 15.,
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Oren L. Hull, March 24, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Poole, April 8,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hal K.
Kingins, April 9.
Marriages reported include Mary Jo
Pentecost to Jimmy Robinson, April 10,
Wanda Arnett to Gene Edward Watson,
April 7, Rose Lovett to Morris Wilson,
April 5, Martha Nell Lee to Joseph
William Gore, April 5. and Velma Ward
to Herman Eddie Roberts, April 7.
Cast members of the play presented
by . the Junior Class of Murray High
School were Betty Smith, Jo Anne
Hendon, Edna Earle McKeel, Geneva
Outland, Jo Anne Shroat, Crystatine
Cunningham, Anna Lee Crass, Billy
Furgerson, Robert Moser, Billy Joe
F:irris,and.John Dee Phillips.
•-w officers of the Household-MU
of Murray State Col-loge-a=
Maureen Steele, Aliese James, Mildred
Rogers, and Billie Gingles.
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Michael Palmer and Mary Beth
Bazzell were named King and Queen at
the Calloway County 4-H Club Rally
held at the Murray High School
auditorium.
Misa Paula Blalock was the Lucky
Shopper Fotoquiz winner last week. She
was caught by the camera while
shopping at Littleton's.
Dr. H. C. Chiles showed slides of
England, Switzerland, and Holland at
the Mother-Daughter Banquet held by
the Kirksey Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
New officers of the Murray High
School PTA are Mesdames C. C. Lowry,
M. C. Ellis, E. W. Outland, and Laverne
Wallis. Mrs. Lucille Austin spoke on
"Children In Trouble" at the meeting.
Miss Martha Edwards is visiting her
cousin, Mrs. James V. Edwards and
Mr. Edwards of Owensboro.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, April 10, the 101st
day of 1976. There are 265 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1963, it was disclosed
that the United States had suffered its
worst submarine disaster. The atomic
sub, Thresher, with 129 men aboard,
had failed to surface after making a
deep dive in the North Atlantic.
On this dateIn 1790, Congress passed the first U.S.
patent law.
In 1849, Walter Hunt of New York City
received a patent for his invention of
the safety pin.
In 1864, Archduke Maximilian of
Austria accepted the title of Emperor of
Mexico.
In 1932, in a runoff election for the
German presidency, Paul Von Hindenburg defeated Adolf Hitler.
In 1945, the Nazi concentration camp
at Buckenwald in Germany was
The Tennessee River has reached the
liberated by American soldiers.
high water mark of 1913 and may reach
In 1974, Israeli Premier Golda Meir
the mark of 1887 if rains continue within
announced that she was resigning.
the next few days. Homes of Cattle
Ten Years ago: Buddhist leaders in
Steele and Joe Baker at Pine Bluff are
South Vietnam called for the
flooded.
resignation of Premier Nguyen Cao Ky
April 3 was the coldest April day
after demonstrating their power by
since 1926, according to H. B. Arnold of
halting anti-government demonthe U. S. Weather Bureau. The temstrations and rioting.
perature dropped to 22 degrees. In April
Five years ago: Thousands of young
1926 the low temperature was 20
rebels were battling army troops in
degrees.
hills on the Indian Ocean island of
Deaths reported for the past two
Ceylon.
weeks include H. C. Broach, Mrs.
One year ago: President Ford called
Mattie D. Puckett,- Miss Isabel] Gore;-- --an a joint session of Congress for an
W. F. White, Jeff Cooper, Robert Henry
additional $1 billion in military and
Out/and, and Mrs. Mahssa Bolen.
other aid for South Vietnam to help
Ben Grogan of Murray has been
stem a Communist drive toward
named on the Legislative Council of the
Saigon.
Kentucky Assembly at Frankfort by
Today's birthdays: Former amGov. A. B. Chandler.
bassador and playwright Clare Boothe
R. S.(Duck Jones has been named to
Luce is 73. Actor Omar Sharif is 44.
the Murray City Council to fill the
Thought for today: Intelligence
unexpired term of the late Dr. W. H.
consists in recognizing opportunity — a
Graves.
Chinese proverb.
Auburn Wells of Murray was
Bicentennial footnote: 'Twohundred
presented a 12 inch silver trophy as
years ago today, in Boston, the
the most valuable man" in the
Revolutionary War leader, Artemas
Independent Basketball League of
Ward, proposed that some system be-:
Lexington at the close of the season last
established to sound an alarm in case
week.
the British who had evacuated Boston
-The marriage of Anna Mary Rudd
returned. He suggestedati signal be McKeel.
solemnized on
and Mason
sent from Cape Ann or Marblehead,
January 8, 1935, has just been anrelayed to Boston and from there to the
nounced.
interior.
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At a recent meeting of the
American Amociation for the
Advancement of Scierre the
discoverer et a drug used to
treat Parkinson's disease
(paralysis afOtans) reported that
the drug may also extend the
human life span and increase
resistance to the development of
cancer
The drug called L-dopa. 'sac
developed and tasted by George
cotnas MI). and aftolleagir
Samuel Miller. MD It became
available. in 196'7 and proved
highly beneficial in relieving the
severe tremor in many cases of
Parkinson's disease About 15
million Amencaris are affected
IA 0115 chronic disease of the
nervous system After acipeting
the rItscage those patients ccri
Iiiittecl indefinitely on A maintenance level of ledups
Prior to 1967 the victints of
Parlunsorucn had an average

by comers 52 25 per month payable in
advance By moil in Calloway County
and to Benton, Hardin. Mayfield Sedalia
and Farmington, Ky . and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryttior. Tenn S 15 00
per year By mail to other destinations
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press. Ken•
lucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association

life span of 65.9 years. Recent reports 410%. that patients receiving L-dopa for a number cf
years had an average life span
of 73 years
This increase in the life span of
humans is consistent with ex
penmental results in animala.
actrading to Dr Coronas Grnute
of rats given large dries of I.
depa survived 50 per cent longer
than rats not given the drug
L-dopa works by being con
verterl in the brain to dopamine.
a neurotransmitter that is deficient or impaired in persnris
suffering from Parkinson's disease In addition, this medication
appears to stimulate the im
MUM' defence SYCIPTT1 of the en
tire body. pc&citily protecting A
person from the diseases of
aging, including cancer
Earlier reports on Lite-pa in
die.aapd ii )1, might

aphrodtstar More like17, the im
proved crx life results from ger

I call to remembrance the unfeigned faith that is in thee, which
(Nell first in thy grandmother Lois,
and thy mother Eunice; and I am
persuaded that in thee also. Ii rim

othy 1:5.
Faith is passed on not h,
but by example, love, mercy

sound mind.

oral upgrading of health with a
return of normal sterual desrres
Experiments are trader was
by Dr Cotrias at Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center in New N'cat to
determine if L--dripa can cnntrol
CallCiFT
1.-dopa s approved narently
for general use only in the treat
nient of Par kuison's disease Additional research may show that
this drug has other effects which
are stgrufrantly beneficial in
many conditions other than
Parkirsonegn

(..) Mrs DR wants suggestions
for treating her 9year-old scr s
had breath
A Search for the cause He
should have a thormat evatua
(ion by a physician Nasal
otoruction with an :Associated
infection, inflamed adenoids,
or ittritt. or dee-tasted teeth
may he the source i',are should

1"*" taken to rule out diseathe kiwi,- respiratory tract '
propnate treatment car
directed at the cause cirri,

detprmiThai
Q Mr MM inquirisc surg.on the neck arteries help to (
up the mental condition
elderly persons
A Narrowing of the car
arteries in the neck by
teriosclerosts can reduce'
blood sipply to the brain •(.1(
result in impaired memory
small or large strrites, and signs
of senility In snme eases, mental
improvement follows opening
the arteries by surgery or
bypassing the narrow areas with
a plastic tube 90 that more blond
can reach the train I nfor
turiately, many calartPS of Uf.11110)
fail to respond because of
criange?ittich have earlier ocrurrett- m the Wails
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Lindsey's
Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches

()i. 71)0()kt LORE

is a weekly column riediraied to ow hunters.. fishermen 01141 44.1)ers who enjoy she retturds of the out ofyr)rs. •

1145.5t11

•
•
Murray Home & Auto •
•

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
As white bass activity across
the state continues to improve
several lakes now are
reporting the beginning of
crappie runs.
The Fish and Wildlife
Resources Department gave
this report:

•
•
•

The 5lore tor lie

•
•
•
•

v: Outdoor Sportsman

Boars •
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service !
•
(Howl v
•
Pioas

1512511

•
•

Gory Crass (right) shows Butch Greer of The Munvy ledger & Tones the Daisy BB Aes
which will be used for the Murray Calloway Co. Jaycees Shooter Education &etym. A teem
of 5 youngsters from Calloway Co. will represent the Murray ore; at the Kentucky state shoot
kter this year. Applications may be obtained from Gary Crass or parents may use the
below form.

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
*Sales
*Parts
*Service
*Tune-up

Kentucky — Crappie good
and improving along brush
line in inlets and bays, black
bass fair on crank and spinner
baits over submerged cover,
in tailwaters catfish, crappie
and sauger slow, -clear to
murky, stable, two feet below

summer pool and 60
Barkley — Crappie good
over dropoffs, in tailwaters
white bass fair to good, clear
to murky to muddy, stable,
two feet below summer pool
and 60.
Cumberland — Black bass
fair to good and improving
casting spinner baits and
jigging nightcrawlers in inlets
and bays, white bass,fair to
good and improving on
spinners in heads of large
tributaries, crappie fair on
upper lake over submerged
cover, in south fork white bass

excellent with some walleye
on do jigs and dollflies, in
tailwaters crappie, sauger
and white bass good, trout
fair, clear to murky,falling, 25
feet below timberline and 55.
Dale Hollow — White bass
fair casting spinners in heads
of large tributaries, clear to
murky, falling slowly, 1'-2 feet
above summer pool and 59.
Nolin — Crappie good
around stickups, black bass
slow on medium runners in
inlets and bays, in tailwaters
trout and white bass fair.
clear, stable, one half foot
below summer pool and 60.
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Shooter Education Course Offered

WARD & ELKINS

"Guns"
New L Used
Browning Remington Winchester
Cott Smith 8, Wesson

The Murray-Calloway Co.
Jaycees will conduct the
National. Jaycee Shooting
Education Program beginning
Sunday afternoon, April 18.
The program ,open to boys
and girls between the ages of
7-14 is co-sponsored by the U.
S. Jaycees and Daisy.
Features of this community
program are:
1. Proper gun handling.
2. Firearm Safety.
3, --Shooting Teams and
Competition.
4. Education for a lifetime

recreation sport.
Gary

Crass.

Training

Chairman, announced that the
educational program will be
held at the Murray City Park
at 1:00 p.
This program satisfies a
community need that becomes
more urgent each year as the
hunter-shooter population
grows and open land shrinks.
Youngsters are fascinated bY
guns. Most gun accidents
involving persons between the
ages of 7-14 years are directly
related to improper .gun
handling. The need for wellorganized and concise instruction in proper gun
handling and markspianship

has now become a community-wide responsibility.
In the past ten years the
Jaycee Shooting Education
Program has instructed more
than 8 million youngsters
There has never been a gun
accident at any Jaycee
Shooting Education Program.
A shooting team will be
selected to represent the
Murray-Calloway Co. Jaycees
at the Kentucky State
Shooting Education ChampionshipMatch.
Fill in this coupon and send
it to Gary Crass,501 Beale St.,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. _

Sty

We'll Trade For Any Gun
MURRAY JAYCEES
Home Of The Goken Shiner

P 0 505 41 -

753-5693

Murray Bait Co.

MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

NAME

Fred Gardner, Clymer

ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

2 Min Ent HI 94

BIRTHDATE
SCHOOL

Polarcraft Boats
Moody Trailers
Discount Tackle Prices

ive full peratesios for my son/daughter
to participate in the Shooter Education
Program offered by the Murray-Callovay County Jaycees.

DATE SIGNED

Sportsmen:

FOR OTRRI INFORMATION CONTACT CART CRASS AT

753-3621

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

Tennis Department

S. 12th St.

The erappie run is on!
Blooming dogwoods signal
that the king of panfish is
heading to the shallows in his
annual spawning migration.
Eager anglers armed with
their favorite fishing pole and
a bucket of minnows swarm to
the lakes with visions of a
hefty stringer of specs and a
platter of fried fish. Several
local fishermen have fared
well on ole papermouth both
on deep ledges and in shallow
water.

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair
6:3011:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

Several slabs of over tv,i,
pounds have been caught in
the past week. Most of them
have been taken by fishing
minnows off the ledges at ten
to eirhteen feet deep. Some
nice fish have been caught in
shallow water stick-ups near
the bank at a depth of two to
three feet.
Barkley Lake and all the
bays from the Tennessee state
line to the dam are muddy due
to the four inch rain which was

As Low As S295

Happy Holiday Travel,Inc

Open 7 Days A Week

Panora's' Shores on Kentucky Lake
CAA TSOMMIrCUMIN
DON Allset,
P.0
.(04• 94 foot o4.4 al MYrrpy for 2 moles Turn roght on 28C
7
Ihr • Grneery loam
,
110,
rY1if
.41
,1
7
,
To
780
f
low EforL•rw
yew rot
bloc ktop gnto Polcur nen n onel

Telephone 502-436-54/3

So. m. - 10:00 p. m.
"".

753-2863

dumped in this area last week.
It should begin clearing in
about a week or so.
near
Hollow
Croppie
Wildcat Creek is extremely
muddy, while the weather out
in the mouth of Blood River is
tlingy but fishable.

fishing Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

Jerry's Restaurant

or

Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753 8322

Photos b. Hat RN t.

FREE "DRYLAND" SAILING COURSE OFFERED—Ben Armstrong of local sailing fame
has put together a series of three free Introduction to Sailing sessions which will be
held in the lobby of Ordway Hall at Murray State University. The first session will be
held this evening at 7:00 p. m. A movie,"Introduction to Sailing, Part I," will be shown
to compliment a short lecture period. Parts II and III to "Introduction to Sailing," will be
shown during the next two Saturday evening sessions on April 17 and April 24. The
course is designed to help familiarize prospective sailors and the interested public
with the sport of sailing in the twin lakes area. More information may be obtained by
contacting Ben Armstrong at Rt. 5, Box 626, Murray, Kentucky 42071 or call 502 4362174.

Bass Club Tourney Scheduled
For April 24 & 25
The Murray Bass Club's
$12,000 Kentucky-Barkley
Lakes Open Bass Touranment
scheduled for April 24 and 25
still has room for more
fishermen according to Jerry
McConnell, tournament
chairman. The entry fee is
only 875 and the tournament
offers a guaranteed 80 per
cent pay back with the winner's pay off being based on
the number of competing
contestants

As are most endeavors of
the Murray Bass Club, this
tournament should prove to be
very successful. The tournament was "strategically"
scheduled to be the first such
tournament held this year and
at a time when the fishing is at
its best.
Cash payoffs and a trophy
will be awarded from the 1st to
30th places. Contestants with
the biggest bass for the first
day and the second will each

receive a trophy and a Garcia.2500C reel.
Area bass fishermen interested in entering this
tourney can °KIM--An application by contacting the
Murray Bass Club at P.0. Box
245, Murray, Ky. 42071 or by
contacting Jerry McConnell at
Uncle Jeff's Sport Goods phone 502-753-9491. Enter now;
the entry fee deadline is next
Saturday, April 17, 1976.

The last two Saturdays my
'Tap* fishiAr-Csia'ss and I
ventured out to try some of the
fishing techniques discussed
in the classroom. Half the 30
member group went, to
Barkley two weeks ago and
managed to catch 135 crappie
while fishing in a gusty wind of
up to 25 miles per hour., The
other half of the class fished in
the Cypress bay area last
week end and managed to
catch only a few crappie in the
muddy water. We did catch
„enough fish to have a fish fry
Bass fishing is still good on
Kentucky Lake, several hawg
jaws in the six to eight pound
class have been caught on
small crawfish colorkl arid
fluorescent red crank baits.
Also, some fish have been
taken on spinner baits.
It looks like good fishing is
ahead this spring. Whether
you're after bass or crappie,
chances are you won't come
home empty handed. So make
plan to enjoy the great sport
"pare in frond
91
- •
old Western-K ent
Good luck and good fishing

,
A successful fishing trip — The Life and Learning crappie fishing class from Murfay
State proudly poses with their catch taken from Little River. Everyone caught some fish
and had a great time
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Once
time
bowhunting was a simple
sport. Hunting with boo/ and
'arrow appealed to only a very
few dedicated sportsmen who
not only chose to hunt with this
primitive weapon, but built
most of their own equipment
from raw materials gathered
from the four points of the
compass. Just finding suitable
materials was a sport in itself
for the . pioneers of modern
bowhunting.
Simplicity was once one of
the reasons that drew hunters
into the bowhunting fraternity. Although our sport has
never been what one would
call "easy" to master, it offered the sportsman a new
challenge and the weapons
were far from being "exotic!"
Times have changed! The
modern bowhunter is faced
with constant change within a
sport which is said to be the
second fastest growing sport
in the United States. Each new
issue of any of the top four
bowhunting (archery)
publications heralds some
new type of sight or a new
to
designed
arrowhead

compliment the very latest
compound or stiok.bow.
The modern bowhunter
doesn't have to worry about
finding a good stave of well
seasoned yew which he is
certain contains a fine bow.
He is not faced with grading
hundreds of birch or cedar
dowels in the hope that he will
be able totind a dozen that will
be the ,foundation of the
arrows that will fill his quiver
during the next hunting
season.
Most modern bowhunters
will never grade feathers, nor
will they smell the smoke as
the excess on the feathers is
burned away in the traditional.
manner. Many aspects of the
have
changed,
sport
especially in the realm of
equipment.
modern
Believe it or not,
technology has added more
mystery to the sport of
bowhunting in the last twenty
years than was accumulated
during the previous five
thousand!
The modern bowhunter is
confronted with an overof
selection
whelming

natured "hassle" that goes
-down whenever two or more
bowhunters get together. Try
to tell your buddy that his
broadhead won't do tht.job as
well as,ours will! I'll bet that
you will discuss the point right
to the bottom of a pot of coffee!
No matter how complex
becomes
bowhunting
somebody will have to think
long and hard to come up with
another sport to replace it.
The modem bowhunter may
have morai—eamplex equipment problems than did his
predetessor years ago. What
has not changed is the sport
itself. It is still a question of
one man, one primitive
weapon and the knowledge of
the animal being hunted that
decides the question of success or failure.
We may tote • aluminum
arrows and the- latest compound bow when we go to the
woods to hunt, but we must
hunt alone. No mystery hand
will help you draw your arrow
or help you hold at full draw
until a clear shot is presented.
Equipment may change, but
our sport hasn't changed
much since it was invented
and I don't think it is going to
change much unless some
group attempts to change

equipment from ii7hich he has
to choose the combination that
is best for him. He will have to
do,his homeowrk before he
decides what he really needs
to get started, or, in the case of
the veteran, what the new
developments in equipment
really mean for him. Does he
really want to change to a
compound bow? Will a new
arrow material improve his
shooting?
The bowhunter's market is
much like the bass fisherman's market because there
is an endless supply of new
products coming out constantly! Some .of these
products are good and some
are not,
Withifie expense involved in
the purchase of modern
equipment it is not a question
of trial and error! Not when a
new bow may cost close to
$200.00 and a dozen arrows
runs in the neighborhood of
$30.00!
Bowhunters keep up with
the latest trends in equipment
by watching the latest
developments as they. come
out in the trade publications.
is
considerable
There
discussion between fellow
bowhunters as to what is the
best way to approach the
equipment problem. I _could
easily change ,the word things.
Rest easy Dr.. POpe and
"discussion" to— the word
Young, our sport is in
Brother
"hassle" and the picture
would be a little nore clear good hands! We may not
remember what a footed
and honest.
would
Just ain't no two bowhunters arrow is but we still
.bow
a
with
go
rather
afield
is
what
on
'ever guratia agree
the bet way to go when it. and a good hunting companion
comes to the selection of that burn all tbe Smokeless
equipment! I think that a good powder in the Milan arsenal!
Good luck and good
deal of the fun involved in
bowhunting!
bowhunting is the good

Second Wilderness Weekend Set
At LiltBetween The Laker
iling fame
ch will be
on will be
be shown
ig," will be
ril 24. The
ted public
otained by
502/436-

How do you regard a natural be an introduction to primitive
area not as a hostile en- survival - camping. The
vironment, but as a place that program will blend frontier
can provide food, equipment, lore and survival techniques
heat, shelter, and recreation? into applicable measures that
Generally, that's not an easy can be practiced by campers
question to answer, but a in natural areas even today.
and
Demonstrations
rather special weekend at
Land Between The Lakes, discussions will include
outdoor primitive firemaking, shelter
public
TVA's
recreation area in western building, foraging for wild
Kentucky and Tennessee, foods, techniques on how to
April 9-11, will deal with the catch game and fish, cooking
development of man's ap- without utensils, direction
preciation of the_ natural finding, and instruction on
how to Cope with insects,
elements.
ivy.
Co-sponsored by TVA and .;snakes, and poison
The weekend will begin at
the American Mountain Men,
camp
the Wilderness Weekend will Camp Energy, a group

By Hemp Brooks
•

10. All open vehicles or soft
tops must be equipped with a
roll bar.
Ii. All trucks or hardtop
vehicles with drivers door
removed must use shoulder
harness in addition to seat
belt. An NTPA approved seat
will be acceptable. Drivers
seats must pass inspection.
12. It is RECOMMENDED
that MODIFIEDS have SEMA
approved scatter shield, and
bell housing, flywheel, clutch,
pressure plate. Automatic
transmissions should have a
SEMA approved scatter
blanket fastened securely in
place.
13. All Modifieds must have
an approved fire extinguisher
mounted in the vehicle. Bodies
will be required but they may
be altered. The body must
cover the bellhousing, transmission, and transfer case.
14. Fuel used must be
gasoline, diesel, or 1.13 gas. No
exceptions and nothing added.
15. Rules will be in effect
until Jan. 1, 1978 with the
possible exception of additional safety requirements.
These are not the complete
rules but they are all the ones
which would in any

the vehicle but not to exFor the column on four- center of hitch point. Con- on
twenty-four (24) inches
ceed
hitch
wheeling this week we have testant must furnish
of frontmost portion of
front
in
inch
one
a
allow
will
which
official
chosen to publish the
at time of
vehicle
the
three
with
loop
rules which will be in effect for diameter steel
.
manufacture
Any
on.
drop
to
opening
inches
during
pulls
four wheel drive
8. STOCK vehicles must
the next two summers. There standard trailer ball is aca loop enclosing the rear
have
meets
which
hitch
A
ceptable.
the
of
result
the
are
rules
rear driveshaft conthe
is
of
rules
wheel
four
the
NTPA
combined agreement of
of 34 inch by Ls inch
structed
RECOMand
acceptable
Wheelers,
Four
Lakes
Twin
larger. Maximum
or
strap
must
hitch
The
MENDED.
Cherokee
Inc. and the
extend beyond the rearmost horizontal clearance two
Offroaders, Inc.
or-and frame. inches - maximum vertical
I. There will be three (3) part of the body
the hitch be clearance eight inches.
may
classes by weight in two (2) In no case
(241 MODIFIED vehicle must
twenty-four
than
less
follows:
as
divisions
the have two such loops on the
of
center
the
behind
3500 pounds and under inches
be rear driveshaft and one on the
must
Hitch
axle.
rear
and
pounds
5000
STOCK:
of center driveshaft if the
hookup
for
accessible
easily
pounds
under STOCK: 6500
transmission and transfer
rigid
and under STOCK; 3500 the slide. Hitch must be
case are not bolted together.
directions.
all
in
under
and
pounds
This loop should be placed
drive
wheel
5. Only four
MODIFIED; 5000 pounds and
toward the rear of the short
to
permitted
are
vehicles
6500
;
MODIFIED
under
shaft.
fuel
pressurized
No
under enter.
and
pounds
9. All vehicles must have
No
I..P.
for
except
systems
MODIFIED.
belts and they must be
seat
of
forms
All
allowed.
oxygen
pound
There will be a 200
tolerance over the above nitro are illegal. All vehicles used.
weights. Weights include limited to one four barrel
Uncle Jeff's
driver, safety equipment, etc. carburetor maximum. No
2. Entry fee will be ten (101 superchargers, no turbos, and
dollars. No double entries. A no injection.
6. All vehicles must have
vehicle may enter more than
one class but only once in each four rubber tires driven thru a
All merchandise sold
class and only in one division. conventional power train. No
arive.
wheel
front
hydraulic
factory
3. STOCK is
equipment for the year and , STOCK - Maximum tire size
model vehicle EXCEPT for 12 x 16.5 or 12,x 15. No duals, no
dual exhaust run thru muf- bar tires, no rahains, no studs.
MODIFIED - No tire shall
flers and oversize tires and
wheels. No headers in stock exceed sixteen (16) inches in
classes. Blocking up the rear width nor thirty-six (36) inend is permitted in all classes. ches in height. No duals, no
Maximum hitch height is chains, no studs.
7. All weight miist
twenty-two (22) inches and
Hry. 641 South
this will be measured at securely fastened anywhere

Sporting Goods Dept.
it ikcount snr,f

Fishing beide
Camping Equipmem
Booting Accessore;
Guns g Ammo

m Morlay
some fish

on depleting stock
Allen Compound Bows (right hand only
draw lengths from 29" to 31"
40-50 Hunter model, reg. $103.50 tadao
(1 in stock)
Now Only *PO
50-60 Hunter model, reg. $135
Now Only '105
(1 in stock)
PSE 45-60 Citation Hunter
draw length 32"
Only) Now Only $175
Regularly sold for $250

(1

help preserve our
8000-year-old
bowhunting
heritage...
-1show others
YOU CARE.

Here For all Your Archery Needs
3042 lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, Ky.

Taylor Motors
1
•
•
MIC.Of.•
••••300a-

however, the only equifiment
needed- for the overnight
camping- at the primitive site
will be a 'bedroll, a relatively
small waterproof canvas, and
_rope to make a.leart-to. eatine
utensils, a container(s 1 for
,personal two-day water
supply, and a pack frame.

designed to accommodate
groups of tent campers and
equipped with central service American Mountain Men, will
buildings, graveled tent pads, be the principal instructor for
and shelter areas. Canoeing the weekend. Boughton writes
instruction will begin at 4 p. a regular column for Gun
m., Friday, April 9. At dusk an Week magazine entitled
orientation will be held around "Buckskinner." Assisting
a campfire with fiddling Boughton will be "Fiddline"
Wilson, also an
music provided by American Dick
Mountain Man,
American
"Fiddling"
Man
Mountain
from Warsaw, Kentucky. The
Dick Wilson.
Saturday, participants will American Mountain Men
individuals
of
canoe to a primitive camping consist
,
site and return to Camp dedicated to the preservation
of
practicing,
and
learning
by
y
cross-countr
Energy via a
hike Sunday morning. Con- the traditions and ways of our
ventional camping equipment Nation's most daring exmay be used at Camp Energy; plorers and pioneers.

Special Sale

Free Vacuum
with Purchase

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Warren Boughton, Eastern
the
for
representative

and a Garcia
ishermen inntering this
otcliff
apmtacting the
bat P.O. Box
42071 or by
McConnell at
iort Goods 1. Enter now;
Ohne is next
17, 1976.

ENO thousand years rs a Ong time
Lorg enough to navy ensrenon Low
rxrerg inks as proper proper ntsion,
bovitardlrals luksre arolher
,
rsatleit
There ate ram who woula
tsowriuntOg, lhose who casco.,
',./tortunialely bad practices of a few
3-..) 'en the world they re the contriang
acnoos or Me maionty
We must admit area tongs to our
serves Itsot unspoctsnxrillire concluci
ate. a caving the genera pubIrc a
d:ssoried mope of the average
o:',ohunter that the A.rase of bowriurinnp hopes on.self
Policing coctan by bevels/Oen ,-jthat Itose ono ccxe
stoup by example and persuasion rcose the ,evel of those
wro ore nurrrtp thee:too
"tioirchipiers Who Care 4 an individual Program fof
'Pose who endorse tie concepts of True bOwhunTlci()
sportsmanship to. those wto love fheoulcbors respect
witable and know the boyMunter nos on imporsont port to
Pror e neono mon manioc nts sense or V011ieS in a
hlghSe techniF.4al society
towrunters Who Care needs pens who pie willing
10 lake a Xancl Sol this nen acsanson To *con
rnote about tors imbortont program, contact
vour boor arcrterv decrier or write
Sousciers maven/ Co .Pa aas 476. Coimbra. Nebraska 6100‘

Amhey's
Archery Shop

Prompt, Efficient Service
Is Our Business"

UTSON Chemical Co
Youngster Pot Hicks son of Mr. lind Mrs Dillard Hick of
Rt. 4 Munvy holds up a Pre strtnger of boss he caught
lost week. Pot was ;shing Ff1 9 neighbors pond and oame
away with with 9 four and a quarter pound s-tnnger. Pot
is a student at Southwest school.

Inc.

rfllizer
Located W. Railroad Avenue

pertain to the building of a gained through belonging to
four wheel drive puller. For a the ranks of four wheel drive
complete copy of the official owners. It is getting about
rules write to the TWIN time for the camping ,o.ut to
LAKES FOUR—WifE-Fs4.F..11,%. start in earnest anerour family
BOX 641, MURRAY, KY. is certainly •looking forward to
it. Most four wheel drive rigs
42971.
The pulling of four wheel work to earn their keep and
drive vehicles is developing many of them are in the field
rapidly and spectator interest lugging fuel, parts, fertilizer,
has been quite high. We would chemicals, and manpower to
be quick to point out however wherever it is needed. More on
that this is but one of the many this next week.
Happy Four Wheeling.
forms of enjoyment to be

Cain's, AMC,Jeep
j.P..eg I

Coldwater Rd i
753-6448
L.

BUCKS BODY SHOP

/53-5142

900 Sycamore
The Red Runt: Moms

Vernon's Ca3=

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
753-2617

WESTERN STORE

J H Nix
Hugh Wright
Jerry Boyd
Jan Dalton

Fisherman's Special
95
ley the fame., gosh It KoIto, Boo end ,r•tv• you, Till rho.r• n1 15
retail Fish fillet korve 5 pen of socks or SS 95 rash,

sir tut=7"71r
11111.1114116- "qms.
Olympic Plaza

Ni1i 1)

Cheyenne Blazer
• OS-

Phone 753-4•0

.753-1933

Chevrele4 Trucks
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Baltimore Squeaks By Bosox
1-0, Even Without Jackson
.By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Baltimore Orioles
apparently don't need Reggie
.Jackson...at least not when
akin Palmer's pitching.
'II* Orioles couldn't entice
ackson to Baltimore-Eriday
their American League
ner with the defending
mpion Boston Red Sox.
er the Birds' 1-0 squeaker
er the Bosox, Manager Earl
I.We.aver read a telegram from
the reluctant slugger, who was
.placed on the disqualified list
before the game after
ejecting a contract offer.
The Orioles needed all the
b o they could get because
Bo fon's Ferguson Jenkins
J=itot - than matched the six-hit
$itet; ng of Palmer and Dyar
Millei but was done in by an
.tiii.eari,..d run that scored on a
1rhrowin i error by 1975 hero
. ,red 1.yon.
VE.IsewLere in the Al„ the
'',Olicago • White Sox blanked
11.6.0 Kansas City Royals 4-0
:behind Wilbur Wood's sixhitter, the Texas Rangers
'edged
Minnesota 2-1 in 11
:innings and the Oakland A's,
:with Don Baylor and Mike
:Torrez playing key roles,
:downed the California Angels
i5-2.
Baltimore got its only run in
The fourth inning. Lee May
'reached on an error by
:ahcirtstop Rick Burleson,
Xiabby Grich singled and May

(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

PtRIS

lumbered all the way home
Harrah's hit came off
when center fielder Lynn's reliever Bill Campbell, who
throw bounced over the head replaced
starter . Bert
of third baseman Rico Blyleven in the 10th inning
Petrocelli.
after Blyleven also retired the
Jenkins, acquired from last 16 batters he faced. Jeff
Texas during the off-season, .Burroughs homered in the
allowed /three hits, walked second *Mg for the Rangers'
none and struck.out seven. first run.
Palmer, who pitched 10
A's 5, Angels!
shutouts a year ago en route to
Don Baylor and Mike
a 23-11 record and his second Torrez, the newest addition?
Elmore Smith scored nine if
By The Associated Press
Cy Young Award, yielded all to Oakland's line-up, played
20 points in the fourth
Milwaukee
his
The
Bucks
didn't
six Boston hits in eight innings key roles for the A's. Baylor
and Miller worked a 1-2-3 hit a garnetying homer off need Kareem Abdul-Jabbar to period as Milwaukee beat
ninth.
Frank Tanana in his first win the Midwest Division—but Boston. Clyde Mayes dropped
White Sox 4, Royals 0
official plate appearance they would probably love to in the basket that put the
Jim Spencer backed the while Torrez pitched five have him for the National Bucks ahead for good, 99-98,
Association with one minute remaining
lunickleballing Wood's strong innings and gained credit for Basketball
playoffs.
and then Smith clinched it
pitching by driving in three the victory.
"We are not as talented or with a pair of free throws.
Chicago runs, two of them
Torrez was relieved by Jun
Trail Blazers 100, Bulls 88
with a fifth-inning homer. Todd and Rollie Fingers and as experienced as many
Steve Hawes and Bill
Spencer, who came to the Sox the trio combined to hold the teams,"said Milwaukee
Coach Larry Costello. Some Walton led Portland on a
in an offseason trade with Angels to five singles.
of
the Boston Celtics have seven-point streak late in the
California, also drew a basesscored
also
Baylor
game and the Trail Blazers
loaded walk to force in the Oakland's final run in the been in 10 playoffs."
The Bucks, who traded Went on to beat Chicago. The
first run against KC's Paul eighth when he was hit by a
Splittorff, who had won 12 of pitch, stole second and Abdul-Jabbar before the Blazers were nursing a
his last 14 decisions from the eventually came home on a season to the Los Angeles
Lakers, weren't given much of
Chisox.
wild pitch.
a chance to win the Midwest.
Rangers 2, Twins 1
But they nailed it down Friday
Toby Harrah's two-out tienight by beating the Celtics
breaking single with the bases
106-100.
loaded in the bottom of the
Friday night's victory not
llth enabled the Rangers to
only clinched first place in the
edge Minnesota before a
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Midwest for the Bucks but
Texas crowd that included
AP Sports Writer
gave them the homecourt
President Gerald R. Ford.
Tom Seaver is putting his
advantage in the upcoming
Harrah's single backed the
money where his arm is.
NBA playoffs.
seven-hit pitching of 37-yearAfter a spring training of
In the other NBA games,the
old Gaylord Perry, who
By DAVID FRANK
bitter contract negotiations
Trail
Portland
Blazers
retired the last 16 Minnesota
The Murray High Tiger golf
stopped the Chicago Bulls 100- with the New York Mets, the
batters.
team added another victory to
nghthander now is throwing
their slate by beating the 88; the Detroit Pistons
his weight behind his pitches
whipped
the
Atlanta
Hawks
Patroits of Henry Co., Tenn.,
'
116-108; the New Orleans Jazz instektof his mouth.
222-233, Friday afternoon at
The three-time Natianal
outscored
the
Houston
the Paris Country Club.
99-89;
Rockets
the League Cy Young winner was
All five players scores on
Philadelphia 76ers beat the his usual tight-fisted self
each team were .counted this
Kansas City Kings 112-108 and Friday, allowing but five hits
match instead-Of the best four
the Seattle SuperSonics and striking out eight batters
out Of five.
UNIONDALE, N.Y.( AP) — Wednesday.
trimmed
Golden State 119-103. in seven innings while leading
Gary Sullivan took top
The New York Nets lead their
The Kentucky Colonels,
honors
for
the
Tigers
as he
American
Basketball holding a 1-0 lead, meet the
Association playoff series 1-0 Indiana Pacers today in the shot a three over par 39.
Howard Boone came through
after routing the San Antonio second game of their series.
with a 43, while Lynn Sullivan
By The Associated Press
the San Diego Mariners 3-2 in
Spurs, but Coach Kevin
Julius Erving scored 31 ranked next with a 44. Steve
Home sweet home...that sudden-death overtime atLoughery is taking nothing for
points and Al -Skinner had a _ Finssung took the fourth spot was-the story of the first night :Phoenix. granted.
career-high 25 to -lead New with a 47 and David Frank of the
World
Hockey - Tonight's schedule finds
He
remembers
what
York's victory Friday night.
followed with a 49.
Association playoffs.
Edmonton at Winnipeg and
happened last year.
earned- --the-Fnedaitst
-Erving
-got--the
-Nets'
-first-- -"It doesn't set us on fire,-"
In the opener of a -best=irreatgarY atQueb6triersaid Loughery after a 116-101 seven points and triggered spot by shooting a two over quarter-final series, the final games and New England
trytory Friday night. "It just them to a 33-18 lead at the end par 38 for Henry Co. Under- Winnipeg Jets trounced the at Cleveland and Phoenix at
Means we're 1-0 and we have of the first period. The Nets, wood came in next with a 43, Edmonton Oilers 7-3 at,San Diego in preliminary
behind their two high scorers, Blackwood and Crokker both Winnipeg. Meanwhile, in taalround action.
twin Sunday."
built a 22-point advantage at had 49's, and Burton 54.
course,
you
couldn't
Of
start of bestof-5 preliminary Jets 7, Oilers 3
The Tigers now stand 4-0
blame Loughery for tem- 64-42 in the second period and
rounds, the New England Bobby Hull, Bob Guindon
and their next match will be
pering his exuberance. Last led 70-50 at the half.
downed
the. and Mats I,indh staked
Whalers
A dunk shot by Brian Taylor Wednesday at the Murray Cleveland Crusaders 5-3 at Winnipeg to a 3-0 lead in the
year, the Nets also won their
first playoff game—against powered the runaway New County Club when they will Hartford, Conn., while the opening period and the Jets
St. Louis—and then lost four in Yorkers to an 80-55 lead with take on Henry County again.
Phoenix Roadrunners nipped went on to rout Edmonton
Oilers. Veli Ketola, Thommie
a row for a fast, five-game 8:41 left in the third period and
the Nets took their biggest
Bergman, Norm Beaudin and
knockout.
Peter Sullivan got the other
'Loughery wants to make lead of the game, 110-80, on a
Winnipeg goals. Bob Russell,
sure that doesn't happen again Tim Bassett field goal with
7:14 remaining.
Ken Baird and Tim Sheehy
this year.
With 6:41 to go, both teams
scored for Edmonton, beating
The Nets will play the Spurs
goalie Joe Daley in the final
in the second game of the best- cleared their benches.Bassett
collected
12
minute of each period. The
-of-seven semifinal series
Jets outshot Edmonton 48-21.
Sunday in New York before rebounds to aid the Net cause
BROWN
Korab in neutral zone, broke
Whalers 5, Crusaders 3
the scene switches to San while George Gervin led the By FRANK
AP Sports Writer
in and scored on Gerry
Larry Pleau's rebound goal
Antonio for Game No. 3 next losers with 30 points.
Desjardins at 9:10 of the midway through the second
Ed Staniowski had done middle period,
period was the game-winner.
more than anyone hadexThe Sabres will host Sunda,y._Goals by Ralph Backstrom,
pected, blunting a Sabres night's quarter-final opener
-Gordie Roberts and Nick
attack that can slice through against another determined
Fotiu in the first 10 minutes
any defense when it i&. at its hockey club, the New Yoil
staked the Whalers to a 3-0
sharpest. In three games Islanders. In the other best-oflead. Richie Leduc and Wayne
against Buffalo, the 20-year- seven series debuts, the Connelly
cut the lead to one
old St. Louis Blues rookie Chicago Black Hawks visit the
but Pleau countered with his
stopped 121 of the 128, shots Canadiens in Montreal and the decisive
goal at the 10:07
which rained on him from Los Angeles Kings meet the
mark and Mike Rogers made
every area of the rink.
Bruins in Boston.
it 5-2 early in the third period.
But he fell one save short
The Maple Leafs will wait
Roadrunners 3, Mariners 2
Friday night after forcing the until Monday to face the
Del Hall's 20-foot backvolatile Sabres into overtime defending
Stanley
Cup hander with just 31 seconds
for the Skond time in 24 champion
Philadelphia gone in overtime gave
hours. Don I.uce's low 40-foot Flyers, whose Spectrum home
Phoenix its victory. Goalie
shot deflected off a .player's is committed to other activity
.„
leg and sneaked through Sunday.
„Staniowski's leg- pads at 14:27
HORSE RACING
Maple Leafs 4, Penguins 0
of the extra session, sending
NEW YORK — MacCorkle,
Jim
McKenny,
Pat $7.60, tookthe lead soon after
Buffalo into the-Stanley Cup
Borje
Botitette,
Salming" and
quarter-finals and sending the
the start and won the $15,000
Lanny McDonald seored the
Blues home for the summer.
Misty Day Handicap at
goals
that
backed
a
26-save
In the other National
Aqueduct by three lengths
Hockey League playoff Wayne Thomas shutout and over Logical.
decided Friday night, the carried Toronto past PittHALLANDALE, Fla. —
Toronto Maple Leafs gained a sburgh, which couldn't score Travel by Train, 924.40, held
quarter-final berth with a 4-0 while the Maple Leafs' Dave off Big D by three quarters of
shutout of the rittsburgh Williams sat out a fiveminute a length to take the feature at
major in the first period.
Penguins.
Gulfstream Park.
•.. Only tractor in its class that offers three on-theThe Penguins lost more than
Despite
the
2-1
loss
to
the
BALTIMORE — Island
go speed choices in each of four ranges
heavily-favored Sabres, the the game when center Syl Imp, $29.80, upset favored
.:Category III hitch delivers 7925 lbs of lift capacity
St. Louis netminder held his Apps 'suffered torn knee Quality Hill by 4'4 lengths to
head high. Blues Coach Leo ligaments in the first period. capture the feature at Pimlico
•Roll Protected Cab with heater and air conditionHe ma y7 need surgery.
Boivin
agreed.
Race Course.
ing standard
Against overwhelming odds,
• New EASY-RIDER swivel seat offers seven WaY --- they had won the first game 5adjustment for your comfort and convenience.
2 with a stunning performance
En St. Louis Tuesday night.
• Designed to work at high production speeds
Thursday,Staniowski faced 57
shots in Buffalo but forced the
191/2 mph road speed
Sabres into overtime before
Through April Only
•Inlfg rating
Danny Gare struck his
weakness—low shots-E--and
$1
Stop in for a demonstration today!
425 IL up
evened the best-ofthree series
It was more of the same
Friday, the Sabres shooting
With Fill-up.
and Staniowski saving, until
Gil Perreault powered in a 35foot shot for a 1-0 lead with 55
Chevron
Chevron
seconds left in the first period.
916 Coldwater Rd.
Still the gutsy Blues came
back, when veteran lied
753-2388
1%00
Berensmt stole the puck from
Open
Sund0y5 from 9 to
2 Buffalo. defenseman Jerry
503 Walnut

inexperienced Bucks Nail
Down Midwest Over Celtics
narrow 85-82 lead when they
put together their gamebreaking surge.
Pistons 116, Hawks 108
Substitute center Roger
Brown and guard John
MengeIt spearheaded a
fourth-period asault to help
Detroit hand Atlanta its 16th
straight loss. Brown, playing
for flu-idled Bob Lanier, hit on
three baskets and two free
throws while MengeIt made
two baskets and two free
throws in a 16-7 itwge.

Basketball Schedule
For Racers Announced
The 1976-71 basketball
season for the Murray State
Racers has been released.
One of the best schedules
ever, the Racers will be
playing, 14 contests at home
and in two tournaments.
The season will open
November 26 and 27 at thi
University of New Orlea,
Tip-Off Tournament. in
December 21 and 22, the
Racers will be playing i• the
Las Vegas Classic a the
University of Neva ia-Las
Vegas, one of the lation's
most powerful teams this past
season.
Among the new teams on the
schedule are Butler, Armstrong State of the Gulf Coast
Conference, Troy State, also
of the Gulf Coast Conference
and Chicago-based Division II
power Roosevelt University.
Murray will be playing at
Kansas early in the season

Seaver Leads Mets To Win
Over Expos In Exhibition

Tiger Golfers
Run Winning
Streak To Four

New York Nets Lead
ABA Playoff Series

the Mets to a 3-2 opening day
victory over the Montreal
Expos.
Seaver just last Monday
agreed on a three-year contract at about $250,000 a
season.
Seaver walked- -just one
batter in his day's work.
While the Mets' money
pitcher was taming Montreal
in the Shea Stadium opener,
three other National League
games were featured during
Friday's action. The San
Francisco Giants beat the Los

Home Sweet Home...

Sabres Attack Too Much
For St. Louis Skaters

Ernie Wakely made the stop
on Hall's drive but the puck
squirted out of his grasp and
trickled into the net.
Phoenix took an early lead
on goals by Gary-Velteruzzo
and Serge. Beaudoin. San
Diego tied it on goals by
Wayne Rivers and -Bob
Falken berg.

and will hist Oral Roberts
February 9.
The con iplete schedule is as
follows:
Nov. 26 & 27 New Orleaas TipOff Tourney
Dec. 1 at Kansas
Dec. 4 Butler
Dec.6 Armstrong State
Dec.8 Missouri Soathern
Dec. 11 Arkansas College
Dec. 13 Ftooseve't University
Dec. 15 Troy State
Dec. 21 & r. at Las Vegas
Classic
Jan.8 at Morehead
Jan. 10 at Eastern Kentuck\
Jan. 15 Tc nnessee Tech
Jan. 17 East Tennessee
Jan. 22 Middle Tennesse
Jan. 24 at Western Kentucky
Jan. 29 at Austin Peay
Feb.5 Eastern Kentucky
Feb.7 Morehead
Feb.9 Oral Roberts
Feb. 12 at East Tennessee
Feb. 14 at Tennessee Tech
Feb. 19 Western Kentucky
Feb.21 at Middle Tennessee
Feb. 26 Austin Peay
Feb. 28 OVC Tourney-First
Round
March 4-5 OVC Semifinals and
Finals

Angeles Dodgers 4-2; the St.
Louis Cardinals checked the
BASKETBALL
Chicago Cubs 5-0 and the San
LARAMIE, Wyoming —
Diego Padres rocked the Don DeVoe.
, former head
Atlanta Braves 8-2. coach at Virginia Tech, was
Bud Harrelson supported named new basketball coach
Seaver's strong pitching with at the University of Wyoming.
a two-run double off Steve
SKIING
Rogersin the fourth inning.
AARE, Sweden — World
Skip Lockwood pitched the Cup champion Ingemar
last two innings for the Mets.
Stenmark crushed all' opCards 5, Cubs 0
position as he .won the giant
Lynn ,McGlothen pitched a slalom title in the National
six-hitter and was backed by a Alpine Ski Championships.
13-hit attack while hurling St.
BOWLING
Louis past Chicago. The rightTOLEDO, Ohio — Ernie
hander, performing in his first Schlegel leads fast charging
opener for St. Louis, checked Billy Hardwick by 30 pins
the Cubs on all singles while after match play in the $80,000
outdueling , Chicago right- Pro Bowlers Association
hander Ray Burris, who left tournament: .
for a pinch-hitter after six
TENNIS
innings.
JOHANNESBURG,S Africa
a
Bake McBride, Ted Sitn- — Cliff Drysdale overrnons and makie Rector _Cruz--whelmed- -Rees- Case 4-0, -6-3
collected two singles apiece and advanced to the finals
for St. Louis and Keith Her- against Onny Parun in the
nandez and Mike Tyson South African Classic tennis
hammered triples.
tournament.
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Special!!!

Oil Change &
Lubrication

McKeel EEC
Equipment Co., Inc.

753O6

Woods Standard

Just _this. It's the most efficient electric heating system on the
market today. For residential heating in our area the heat pump
prodtites about two units of heat for each unit of energy it uses. This
means it can cut your electric heating bills in half.
And there's more. In summer it will reverse its operation to cool
your home just like central air conditioning.
So for economical, -alt-season comfort, install an electric heat
pump in your home and experience for yourself what's so great
about it.

ZIZZ1 West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray -Mayfield
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Visiting Marshall County
drubbed Calloway County 15-0
Friday afternoon behind a 12hit attack.
The Lakers had just five hits
in the contest arid only once
did the hosts get a man as far
as third base.
Marshall County put four
hasketballer, Indiana guard
Quinn Buckner. He, however, runs up on the board in the
played football as a freshman first and added three in the
and sophomore, starring as a second as Wiles of the Marshals blasted a three-run
safety.
New Orleans selected Ohio_ homer.
In-the- WM frame, Wiles hit
State defensive back Craig
shot as the Marshals
a
two-run
Cassady, the son of one-time
Detroit Lions star runner added four more runs.
Marshall County posted four
Howard
"Hopalong"
Cassady; Kansas City took more runs in the top of the
Brigham Young center Orrin fifth to push the lead to 15-0
Olsen, the kid brother of NFL and the game was called
stars Merlin and Phil Olsen; because of the 10-run rule.
Woodcock went the distance
and Oakland took Fresno
State tight end Calvin Young, on the mound for Marshall
the kid brother of tight end County and fanned seven
Charles Young ,of the batters while walking none.
Fly Beane took the loss for
Philadelphia Eagles.
The Jets picked Utah State the Lakers.
The Lakers fall to 1-2 with
running back Louie Giamthe
loss and will take off next
mona, the nephew of Eagles
week for spriitg.vseation.
-CoacIDic1Vrmeil.
A week from Monday,
St. Louis took Marty Akins
of Texas and Dallas took Ohio Calloway will host 'owes for
State's CorneTius Greene. the first of seven games that
Greene was listed as a week.
quarterback, Akins as a
Labors
aS r h
defensive back.
Rogers-1f
Cincinnati chose its second
ICnoth-2b
0
Giboon-3b
1
star kicker of this draft, Chans-ss
taking Ohio State's Tom
Joseph-lb
0
Beane-p
0
Klaban to go along with the
Hookec
1
Thursday night selection of
1
t
N
lig
es
i
t
i
r-rf
Penn State's Chris Bahr.
Watson-1f
Last picked was Kelvin
Garland-lb
Herndon-rf
Kirk, a wide receiver from
Totals
5
Dayton selected by •Pitt- Marshall
434 04 15-12-1
Callowsi',
045
000
00
sburgh.

Draft Picks Feature Brother
Combinations In NFL Friday
NEW YORK (API — In the taken by the same team. On
first two rounds, they drafted Friday, a new record was set.
the Selmon Brothers. 11) the
Wide recpiver ton Buckey
12th round they drafted the and quarterback Dye Buckey
Buckey Brothers. If it had of North Carolina State were
gone one more than the ap-_;_"Selected in succession by their
pointed 17 rounds, they former coach, Lou Holtz of the
probably would have drafted New York Jets, on the seventh
the Marx Brothers.
and eighth picks of the 12th
As the National Football round, thus becoming the first
League draft ran to its twin brothers to be chosen by
conclusion Friday, the list of the same team in the same
487 collegians was. packed round of the same draft.
with "who's he?" players.
Occasionally, a name which
Leroy and Dewey Selmon, had once received national
Oklahoma's star defensive attention was called out.
linemen, had been picked by Occasionally, it had nothing to
Tampa Bay long ago. The do with football.
other super names—running
In
the eighth ' rounbacks Joe Washington, Chuck - d—Friday's first—Seattle
Muncie and Archie Griffin, started it all off by 1-picking
quarterback Richard Todd Larry Shipp. He was listed as
and all the rest— had Icingm
- receiver -from
since been gobbled up.
Louisiana State. He's better
On Thursday, the Selmons known as a world-class
became the fifth set of sprinter and hurdles champ.
brothers to be selected in 'the
In the 12th round, San Diego
same draft and the third to be chose Ron Lee. He was listed
as a defensive back from
Oregon. The thing is, Lee has
MISS YOUR PAPER?
never played football. He's a
Sabscreert also bare not
second-team
All-American
tee•iyad Hien hornocishyored
guard in basketball.
Crecy of ft* Morro-, ledger
In the 13th and 14th rounds,
Monday
Woos by 330 p
Washington
did the same as
on
p.
en
10
3
or
ivy
Friday
San Diego. First they took
Salertbrys ors wird to coil
153-1916 beaten 3.30 p m
Waymon Britt from Michigan.
Monday-Friday
mod 6 p
He was listed as a wide
or 3,30 pM end 4 p
receiver-defensive back. He,
Satardprys, to nine* doliyory
too, never played football. He
of Hie oterspaper Calls must
was a starting forward on the
iwp pieced by 6 p m
Wolverines' basketball team.
days or 4 p is Satordayt to
quarantoe doliyory
One round later, the Redkins went for another

SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
—Open 12:00 A. M.111 6 P M. -

The West Murray
Church Of Christ
Invites You To Attend

A Gospel Meeting

NBA, ABA To Clash
In Different Battle

NEW YORK (AP) — About
the same time the American
Basketball - AssoCiation and
National
Basketball
Association decide their
p. champions, the two leagues
will go head to head in an
p. entirely
different court.
p.

On June 1, they'll start a
showdown in U.S. District
Court. Judge Robert L. Carter
reaffirmed Friday that date
for the start of trial in the
ABA's antitrust suit against
the older league.
The suit charges the NBA
with engaging in monopolistic
practices designed to drive
competitors out of business.
NBA attorneys had asked for a
postponement until September for more time to
prepare the defense.

April 12-18
7:30 p.m. week nights

Sunday: 10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

n the
pump
This
cool
heat -r"*---great

Speaker — Rufus R. Clifford
If you need transportation
cal115.13800 or 7514062
411111i

The ABA suit was initially
combined with a 1970 classaction suit started by Oscar
Robertson and several other
players against the NBA. The
Robertson suit sought an end
to the reserve clause and other
contractual provisions.
Both suits were to come to
trial June 1, but the Robertson
suit is being settled out of
court. Simon Gourdine, the
NBA's deputy commissioner,
said the NBA was trying to
wrap up the Robertson case,
which is tied in with a new
collective
bargaining
agreement with the players.
before getting further involved in the ABA suit.
An attorney for the ABA
said the younger league would
fight any attempt to delay the
start of the trial.
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Soil Conditioner
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Low Price
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LOW
PRICE
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digging needle

PRUNNING
SHEARS
'AC*
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74
'
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7

GARDEN
SPADE
Rills
49
PRICE
14CH

GARDEN
SHOVEL

77

EACH

PINE BARK
MULCH
Bank

GARDEN
HOE
ROSES
LJ

4

One Bushel Bag
Roses Low Price

7
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Geraniums

41.
0

EASTER

•Mums .2.97
•Calodiums 1.67
•Bedding Plants - 50' Each
•Hydrangeo - 4.97
•Patio Tomatoes - 1.97
•Mixed Pots - 3.97
•10" Hanging Baskets .5.97

Roses
Low
Price

57

uw
Roses
Low
Price

297

I.,. .

PLANT
FOOD

FOLDING
FENCE

•—

Trim Up Your
Sidewalk Or
Flower Beds

0

0
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Low
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Marshals Get
Easy Victory
Over Lakers

ROSE'S ADVEPITISING
MERCHANDISE POL IC Y

co • 'Tubs oe pull A ph101

id
Kentucky
Tech
essee
nnesse 2
1 Kentucky
?eay
!Mucky

Prices Good
Sun., Mon., Tue.

840 ,

Las Vegas

SPRING
BARGAINS f

Price

ROSES POTTING SOIL

99(

2 lb. Bag - .54
4 lb. Bag - .97

Plantabbs - 64'
Plant Shine - 74'
Ortho Rose
Food 1.98

1 57

8 lb. Bag -1.47
Li.

4-

11!lu01

State
otithern
College
University

Watson and Lee Trevino
barely sneaked inside the 15o
cutoff point and 63-year-old
Sam Snead, a three-time, vi
winner, and 1968 champion
Bob Goalby missed by a
stroke at 151. Andy North, who,
opened with a 66, skied to an
81.
O
The most notable casualtY,
however, was Arnold Palmer,
once the king of Augusta's
fairways with four crowns
between 1958 and 1964. Arnie,
his once almost invincible
game showing the frayed
edges of age, took an eight on
one hole and blew to an 81 for
155.

rrirrjr11

°Heats Tip-

game—Henry Picard, Byron rounds Saturday and Sunday
Nelson, Ken Venturi and it's Floyd five shots ahead of
Nicklaus.
Nicklaus, six ahead of Green
Nicklaus, who has won more and seven over Larry Ziegler,
major championships than another golfing gypsy who
any golfer who has ever lived, hung on with a 71-138.
coasted along with his eagles
It appears it's a four-man
and birdies about an hour fight dermal the wire, barring
ahead of Floyd, the first-round miracles.
leader, with everyone wonJohnny Miller, a charger,
dering when the paunchy, 33- staged such a miracle a year
yearold guy from Miami ago, rallying from 11 shots
would crack. Floyd never did.
back to finish in a tie with Tom
Nicklaus soared in with a 69 Weiskopf, just one shot back of
for 136 and, shortly afterward, Nicklaus. Miller, with a 73,
Hubert Green, winner of three found himself 13 strokes back
straight events in March, this time—a predicament he
breezed home with a 66 for 137 shared with Weiskopf, who
only to find that their efforts shot 71.
went largely for naugf.t.
Closest to the four leaders
Green, a tall, wisecracking were a pair of young ternSoutherner out of Bir- mates out of the University of
mingham, Ala., came to the Texas— Ben Crenshaw and
press interview room just Tom Kite— nine strokes out at
about the time that the 140, followed by U.S. Open
scoreboard was registering an champion Lou Graham,
eagle for Floyd on the 15th former Masters winner
hole, putting Hoye 14 under Charles Coody and Australia's
par for the tournament.
Graham Marsh, tied at 141.
Entering the final two
British Open champion Tom

FrPTINTNIFeraliTr1

chedule is as

AUGUSTA, Ga. (API —
There is a word of caution that
has become patent in bigtime
golf— "Don't Make the Golden
Bear Mad"—but a completely
,...)sed and confident Ray
froyd waspaying no mind as
he entered today's third rouand
of the Masters.
"If that means let the
sleeping giant lie," the bullshouldered tow- veteran said,
referring to five-time winner
Jack Nicklaus, "then I am
sorry to disturb him. But I
hope to do it again in the last
two rounds."
Floyd, a reformed playboy,
refused to be jarred by a pair
of Nicklaus eagles and,
keeping his calm under the
severest pressure, tacked a
six-underpar 66 onto an earlier
65 for a five-shot lead over
Nicklaus after 36 holes.
His 131 total was the best
halfway start in the history of
Augusta National's big spring
bash, clipping four strokes off
the mark of four giants of the

%
11
BRING THE WHOLE
FAMILY AND SAVE
DURING ROSES

and G•

iral Robe,ts

Confident Ray Floyd Ignores The
Bear; Takes Lead in the Masters

Tight Ike Family cad Gs Saving of

TOS

e the Famil

iced

Take Me Poway awl Ow Saving fit

Racers Grid Schedule
The Murray State football
schedule has been released for
the 1976 season.
Two new teams are on the
schedule this season with
Eastern Illinois being the only
team to drop.
The season will open September 4 in Stewart Stadium
aoainst*Southeast Missouri, a
new club on the schedule. The
following Saturday in Stewart
Stadium, the second new club,
Delta State will play the
Racers.
The Racers will be playing
six rames at home this year,
four of whichare at night.
The complete football
schedule is as follows:
Sept. 4 Southeast Mo. 7:30
P.m.
Sept. 11 Delta State 7.30
p.Iii.

Sept. 18 at Western Carolina
6 30 p m.

Sept. 25 at Tennessee
7:30p.m.
Oct. 2 at Morehead 12
p.m.
Oct.9 Martin 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 16 MAdle Tennessc•
2:00 p.m.
Oct. 23 East Tennessee 7
p.m.
Oct. 30 at Eastern Kentucic.
1:00p.m.
Nov. 6 at Austin Peay 130
p.m.
Nov. 13 Open Date
Nov. 20 Western Kentucky
1:30 p.m.

GOLF
AUGUSTA, Ga
RaY
Floyd shot a 66, established a
tournament record for two
rounds with a 131, and held a
five stroke lead over Jack
Nicklaus in the Masters Gelf
Championship

cake the Family and Go Savin• o

le
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LAWN MOWERS
3.5 H.P. Self Prepelled

22" Cut Mower

Reg. 122.00

112m

GARDEN TILLERS

0

3 Only To Sell
4
.

3.5 H.P.

22" Push Mower Reg. 94.97
3 H.P.

Cut Mower Reg. 71.97

20
"

8697
62"

An have Briggs & Stratton

Engines
Take the Pontily ead Gip Saviog at

Roses Low Price

6600k

Reg. $237:00
Ube the Needy God Go Sown', of

•
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1 legal Notice

1 legal Notice

.' Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Bank of Murray Plaintiff, Versus Bobby Gene
Schroader and Hall McCuiston, ET AL Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
.
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the March 12th
Term thereof 1976, in the above cause, Lor the sum
of Thirteen Thousand Nine Hundred Three and 45100 1E13.903.45) Dollars, with interest at the rate of
$2.793 per day from the 3rd day of March 1976, until
paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 26th day of April 1976, at 1:00 'o'clock p.m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the
following described property,to-wit:
TRACT A: Lots Number Four (4) and five (5),
except such road on the East side of LOT five(5 1, as
shown by plat of the Town of Alm), Kentucky, or
record in Deed Book 3, page 413, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Bobby Gene Schroader, et ux, obtained title to the
above described property by deed from Jim Redmond and wife, Barbara Redmond,dated March 23,
1973, of record in Microfilm Book 152, Cabinet 1,
Drawer 4, Card 690, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court, and obtained the whole of
the title upon the death of his wife, Doris Marie
Schroader.
TRACT B: Lot Number 8 in the Town of Buena
(now Almo, Kentucky) as shown on plat of said town
in Deed Book 3,Page 413, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.
Bobby Gene Schroader, et ux, obtained title to
same by deed from John R. Imes, et ux, dated April
4, 1966, of reeord in Deed Book 129, Page 363, in the
office of the Clerk' of the Calloway County Court.
Bobby Gene Schroader obtained title to the
whole of such property upon the death of his wife,
Doris Marie Schroader, by virtue of survivorship in
said deed.
• For the purchase prtc, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sales until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgement. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
-Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Callow2 y Circuit Court

2. Notice

2. Notice
GREETING
BUY
CARDS by the box for
less than 10 cents a card.
Complete line including
,,t4)rirt products.-Phone
793-1712 after 5.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must.
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by. 4 p.m.
the
day
before
_kublication.

PALLIATE
NANNEY
,s now working at the
Kut-N-Kurl. Call now
for appointment at
753-1687

FaS10014 JEWELRY
iation Puka or Hestia
,ecklaces $6 doz Genuine Puka
Necklaces $24 dos Barnbo on
Liquid silver necklace 17 20 doz.
Macrame with beads $6 dot
Rosette nothings 17 20 doz.
Genuine Ivory Elephants on
nothing chain $8 20 doz Man!,
other items available Send for
free catalog Samples available
on C
D basis only.

LADY LYNNE
JEWELRY
P.O. hex 5700
/key Shore. TM TM, 117S.

NOTICE
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dart Tobacco Parking Corp.,
Murray,Ky . Phone 7534342.

N

Z. Notice

REMEMBER THERE IS
a full time shop man at
Dill Electric also we
have air compressors
for sale. Call 753-9104.
TO
NOTICE
CREDITORS: ,

LOST IN VICINITY of
N. 7th, white and black
terrier, named Reb,
reward. Call 753-2928.
LOST OR STOLEN male
puppy, husky build,
black, tan, white.
Reward.Call 753-9255 or
753-3700.
6. Help Wanted

Otto P. Zetsche, Dec'd,
John R. Imes, Alm,
Ky., Executor
John Allen Oliver, Dec'd,
Max oliver, Route 1,
Kirksey,
K y .,
Administrator
Betty J. Grogan, Dec'd,
Ben Grogan & J. I.
Grogan, Co-Adm, Almo,
Kentucky
Maxine Grogan, Dec'd,
Ben & J. I. Grogan,
Almo,Ky., Co-Adm.
Thomas Nevil McCoy,
Dec'd, Verda Slaughter
McCoy & Thomas N.
McCoy, 904 Vine St..
Murray,Ky.,Co-Exec.
Milton McNeal Williams,
Dec'd, Elna Rickman,
Canterbury Estates,
Murray,K., Adm.
Robert W. Wilkerson,
Dec'd, Lexie Wilkerson,
1203 Vine St., Murray,
Ky., Exec.
Buel Harbard Jetton,
Dec'd, Stephen C.
Sanders,
Murray
Federal Bldg., Main
Street., Murray, Ky.,
Adfn.
All persons having
claims against said
estates arc notified to
present them to the
Administrators
or
Executors verified
according to law, same
to be presented to said
Administrators
or
Executors in due course
of law.
This 8 tlay of April, 1976.
Marvin Harris, Clerk
By: Judity Ainley, D.C.

16 Hume Furo

6 Help Wanted

MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
.m. or weekends.
5. lost Ano Found

Your need is our eencern.
NEEDLINE,753-6333.

ApspAy•

$25.00 Per Hundred
stuffing
Envelopes.
Send self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
Edray Mails, Box 188,
Albany Mo.64402.

BABYSITTER
small childrr
a.m. Your
753-3780.

FOR 2
I lp In -7
Call

EXPERIENCED
PAINTERS, steady
work. For interview call
753-5287.
8 Storage Building&
BUY THE BEST for less.
BUILT
CUSTOM
PORTABLE
BUILDINGS Call 753°984. -

OLAN MILLS. Apply now
to room 15 at Plaza
Motel.
RECEIVING
APPLICATIONS
for
Murray
dispatcher.
Police Department.
DOE YOUR FUTURE
consist of just another
pay check? Want to get
ahead? Willing to work
hard? Let us help you.
We are looking for a
distributor to sell our
product to commercial
accounts. Reply to W. R.
Ball, 319 North Main,
Springfield, Mo. 65806.
BABY SM'ING,5 days a
week, Monday-Friday,
must be- dependable,
references required.
Call 49141181 after 4.

LAWN MONING jobs
wanted. Call 753-0423.
WANT LAWNS TO MOW,
.1 & K Farless Call 7538190.

Available .

Gomel Try &
lake C..
Excellent business .op)ortundy in Murray, Ky
(,rea. Automotive experience desirable. Saint
ash required St. Lows
District, $00 Northwest
Plaza, Suite 700 St. Awl
i3074, A(' 4 -4140

GREAT OPPORTUNITY
for someone who wishes
to earn better than a 30
per cent return on investment. Available is
twia retail stores which
should exceed $40,000 in
net profits over next
twelve
months.
Potential
is
even
greater. Take over at
price of inventory and
fixtures. Approximately
8125,000. Write to P. 0.
Box 724, Paducah.
12 Insurance

looking tor a clvallangang
career that otters op
portuntty for advoncerient
send Itesterne to P 0 Be,
321, Murray, Kentacit

LAYINu HENS. Call 7539981.
USED AIR conditioner,
call Bob at Dill Electric,
753-9104.
15. Articles For Sale

50 A iiii;s1Ci-1 OF PRO FOOTBALL.
PLArER5 ARE PLAYINE, AN ALLSTAR 8A5KETSALL TEAM A
SAME OF
CHECKER-5

ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co., Lynn Grove,
Ky.,or call 435-4197.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231

TWO DIAMOND

rings,
for sale. $500.00 for both.
Call 753-5694.

EILONDIE
.4.4Y ARE'YOU
CRYING,
ELMO-,

LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer, Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

THE PHANTOM
(
111

-N
.
LIKE THOSE BIR05... THE5E
LITTLE ANIMAL...ALWE BuT
UNCONSCIOUS_! A 5ICKNES5
WEFRP!
.1/

NICE CUSTOM made
maternity clothes, size
12, all for reasonable
price. Call 753-1611.

WHAT IS IT,
LiET0:i)

CONTI,

BIRD SOLID VINYL
SIDINGS. Never needs
painting. Now installed
by Aluminum Service
Co. Downtown Hazel.
Call 492-8847,

112=1

• Lie ABNER
THf5 IS FIJM -11-1' LAWYER
V YORE CHUM
LATEPeULAH BANGLE- SHE LEFT A
CHILE-Tr

-A)'1'SOME- tsJATO-IFOLvT7TLL HIMlb
5ENDl1-iATCHILE HERG!!-STOCKS
WF-IICH 15 THREE CAN STARVE AS
.EASY AS ONE!?
NOTHI
WN0RCWTH1-'.......,_
....

6
,-400.•
,
.1- _. . -4ip...
Con-G4•Pr"--

TAN VINYL SOFA, 2
chairs, vinyl recliner,
coffee table, cherry
lamp table, twin mattresses,
chest
of
drawers, patio furniture, etc. Come by 1231
Dogwood or call 7534361.
SEARS DRYER, harvest
gold, $60.00. Call 7536596.
WHIRLPOOL
SUPREME 80, gold,
8150.00. Call 753-3649.
11.Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sale:
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
18. Sewing Machines
Singer Sewing
Mochine Shop
SALES &
SERVICE
153 5323
Bel Air Center

19. Farm Equipment
CASE 570 diesel, with 472
hours, 10 ft. wheel disc,
three 14" plows. Two
row cultivator, $6,000.00.
Call 753-5677 after 5 p.m.

ALL LINES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial, SPECIAL TWO 200 gallon
fiberglass saddle si ay
group accident and
tanks, regular $800.00
• hospitalization. Wilson
now $59500. We also
Insurance and Real
have grain bins, steel
Esate, acro,a from Post
Management
buildings, gooseneck
Office. Call 753-3263
trailers and a grain
Trainee
13 For Sale Or Trade
cleaner that takes garlic
out of wheat. AgriFor Murray Area
TIVO ADJOINING LOTS
Products, call 753-2958.
at Linton Shores at Lake
growing corporation with
Barkley. Call 753-2359
TWO ROW SERIES 310
retool oattets is looking for
Ford planter. $300.00.
people in management and
14. Want To Buy
Call 489-2697.
supervision
0 you art

BEAM MUT
YEIJ, IT TOO EARL',
FOR 19AEES4..6. TOO
LATE FOR gA5NETRALL,
NOCKEi AND FOOTSALL

BARREL HAIR and GE
mix master. Both for
$40.00, good condition.
Call 753-0398.

9 Situations Wanted

10. Business Opportunity
FIRST CLASS BODY and
paint man. Apply in
person. Parker Ford
,Body Shop. See Michael
Barnett Manager.

LADY
KENMORE
DRYER, $50.00. Call
753-8545.

e r-i
,,..1).--`..V .,
,
.
• will '

FAA"TRIC STOVE
copperton e color.
Hidden eyes, oven at
top. Storage in bottom.
Call 753-8218.

TABLE AND SIX
CHAIRS, maple end

1962 MODEL FORD
tractor, 801, 5 speed line
power, plow, disc anti
cultivator. Call 489-2434.
PAT2 material handling
equipment.
Silo
unloaders, bunk and
overhead feeders, barn
and gutter cleaners,
manure stackers and
wagons.
Feed-Pro
"Ribstone" silos. A & I
Ford Supply, Highway
54 W. Paris, Tenn.
1950 RED BELLY Ford
tractor. Call 753-3290.
1952 RED BELLY Ford
tractor, with plow, disc,
bushhog, blade, pole and
trailer. All in A-1 condition. Can be seen at 916
N 18th.
ONE
1972 MODEL
combine Gleamer -K, 10
ft. header with 2 blades.
A-1 condition, 1 five ft.
chisel plow. One D-15
Allis Chalmer tractor
with 9 ft. disc. Call 1-3452156. Monroe Wilkerson.
NEW AND used John
Deere Planters, AllisChalmers hard land
planter. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
ADAMS HARD SURFACED plow points.
disc blades, cultivator
shovels, New and Used
tractors. Vinson Tractor
Co., 753-4892.
FOR ALL YOUR FENCING NEEDS.Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-4446865, Paducah,Ky.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983
20 Sports Equipment

tables and cocktail
table, 2 table lamps.
TEN SPEED bike, 1971
medicine cablriet, filter
' Ford 'transmission.'" Call
clean vacuum cleaner.
7574726.
Call 435-4352.

20. Spoils Equipment
14FT. STARCRAFT
aluminum V bottom
boat, 2 swivel seats,
excellent condition.
Phone 753-5915.
PRECISION
COMPOUND bow, 50-60 lb.
Used only live times,
priced to sell. Call 7537186 after 6 p.m.

14F1'. BOAT 90 H.P.
Evinrude inboard,
outboard. Best offer
over 1,000. Call 436-2461.
18 FT. PONTOON,..354tptJohnson, new deck and
trailer Call 436-2463
WOODEN BOAT, motor
and trailer. Best -offer
this week buys it. Can
see after 5 p.m. at 1208
South 10th, call 753-6086.
14 FT. ALUMINUM
Runabout with a 25 h. p.
Johnson motor on a
Holsclaw trailer. All in
good condition $350.00.
Phone 354-6691.

12 STRING guitar. Call
436-5437.
23. Exterminating
SLUGGS, SNAILS,
WOOD fungis, mold,
roaches, insects and
termites. Plastic put
under house. Kelley
Termite and
Pest
Control, 753-3914.

24.

Miscellaneous

SEARS 10 h.p., tractor
mower, good condition,
10 cubic ft. trailer, 2 h.p.
electric 7" circular saw,
like new. Call 436-5571.
RIDING MOWER,14 h.p.
John Diiere-,-tlydi--og.atie"
with 48 inch mower. Call
753-6469.
WORMS, RED
OR
Ca.nadian
night
crawlers. Rex Worm
Farm. Irvin Cobb Road,
call 436-5894.
LIVING
ROOM,
BEDROOM
suites,
trailer hitch. Call 7537622.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for antique beds or campers.
13uy direct and save ^.1
a
---mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Phone 1443-7323.
LAWN MOWER 21" self
propelled, used 6 times,

27. Mobile Home Sales

PAGE 9 TN

37 t

31 Want To Rent

1972 TWO BEDROOM,
central air, washer and
dryer, underpinned, tie
downs. Bargain price.
See at Riviera Cts. or
call753-3280.

EFFICIENCY
APwith
PARTMENT
washer and dryer
hookup. Call 753-1398
evenings or 762-6341
weekends.

1973 THREE BEDROOM,
11
/
2 bath, air condition,
furnished. Priced for
quick sale. See at
Riviera Ct. or call 7533280.

LANDLORDS, young
married couple want 1
or 2 bedroom furnished
house or apartment in
Murray in May. Call
• after 5, 753-9767.

Hi, 12 x
.n
,7
pA
5 :3
al:Nr AN
:
197
19
30 l
713i bedr9pra, 2 baths,
Call 753-

12 x 60 MOBILE HOME,
100' x 250' lot, anchored
solid
concrete
on
foundation, new well of
water, city gas. Call 4928195.

TWO LOTS AND 2 mobile
homes, adjoining TVA
property on the lake.
$7,500. Call 436-2505.
1971 KINGSWOOD, 12 x
65, 2 bedroom, 2 bath all
electric central air. Call
489-2666, after 5.
1973 DELUXE 12 x 52 2
bedroom mobile home.
Carpeted, house furnitute
unand
derpinning. $6,500. See
at Stella Trailer Park.
Call 753-7855.

1973 26' FRANKLIN fifthwheel trailer, fully selfcontained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.
-

ENGLES
bridle
Excelle
753-957C
38 P-t,

AKC RE
Bernal
Champ
C
753-0957.

I 1STER
I .jll 753.

32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED AND unfurnished 2 bedroom
apartments, available
now, Embassy Apartments. Call 753-4331.
APARTFURNISHED
MENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.
MURRAY
MANOR
apartments, one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
except
stove
and
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat -and
air conditioning. $100.00
deposit, 6 months lease,
no pets, must meet
income specifications
and have good credit
references.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM brick
home furnished or
unfurnished, all utilities
paid, 416 N. 8th, drive by
and see from outside. If
interested send name,
address and phone
number to Bill Ellis,
Carrollton,
4852
Indianapolis,Ind., 46205.
HOUSE FOUR miles
from Murray. Couple,
man and wife. Call 753-

NICE
miniatui
been clic
436-2562.

AKC RE(
Setters,
5574 aftc
41 P;)

SEVEN I
sale, fui
and 3
quilt top
9-18, so;
boys, to)
miscella
and Satu
Vine.

GARAGE
7th St
from 9 a

TWO-FAI
Garage
dusk, Sat
1709 Far
clothes
through
men's
clothes;
toys, fa
baby t
cessoriei
bags, cri
must
reasonat

8190.
FOUR ROOM

TWO LARGE WINDOW
fans. Excellent condition. Call 753-1569 after
6 p.m.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 55 TRAILER, apply
in person only to
Brandon Dill at Dill
Electric, Concord Road.
12 x 60 ALL ELECTRIC
home. Fully furnished
and air condition.
Located conveniently in
Riviera. Ct. Prefer
families. Deposit
required. Call 767-4055.
LOT FOR MOBILE home
with garden space for
rent. Handmade quilt
for sale. Call 489-2440.

HOUSE,
available now. Call 7533864, or 753-6944.

1505

LARGE BRICK HOME in
5
or
Murray, 4
bedrooms, 1 142 baths,
2
dining,
formal
fireplaces. References
required. Call 753-3597.

A
Si
Top q
chandis

FOUR MILES from city
limits on 641 South.
Immediate occupancy
Couples only. $155.00 per
month. Call 492-8413.

NEW F
MOO
New F
51,37.
$1,30I
bushe
53,10
200 1
$2,00

36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR
RENT
COMMERCIAL SPACE. Off
square, accessible from
4th and 5th Streets. Call
753-1569 after 6 p.m.
37. livestock

Supplies

many
ting!!
at

$80. Can 763-9780:
ONE HUFFY RIDING
lawn mower, like new.
used I season. See at
1101 Poplar or call 7531778.
ONE
ALUMINUM
STORM and window
combination. Five
storm windows, suitable
for porch or patio. Five
brass standard size
curtain rods. Two brass
rods that extend 144",
cafe rods. Call 436-5577.

VERY NICE 2 bedroom
mobile home large lot,
couples $80.00. Call 7538216 after 5 p.m.

REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford bulls 6 to 15
months. Also 6 cows.
Three with calves.
Phone 901-247-5487.
•

30. Business Rentals
28 x 32 ft. building for
cleanup shop or garage.
At Almo Heights,just off
641. Call 753-8044.

THREE NICE COWS
going to have calves
soon. One nice hereford,
1 year old, 1 nice male 1
year old. Call 753-4716
•

1975 Dodge Dart Sport - 318, Air, power,
11,000 miles.
1974 Ford Maverick • Air, power, local car
with low mileage.

26 TV Radio

THORN'S CB
Sales
AND SERVICE

1974 Imperial Le Baron - All the extras on
this one owner sold new by Jim Fain
,Motors.

We service AM FM
Stereo, Home and Car
All Brands.
Units

1973 Duster • Air, automatic, fold down

Licensed

Don't

look "

tech

on

duty.
Norsk trit Street. Mlerroy,
153-0577

rear seat.
1970 Ford F100 -

LOCal One owner truck.

1969 GMC Pick-up - Long wheelbase ready
to go.
VW•••••••••••,••••••.,••••••••1••••40..0.40 --...o....•••

27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 12 x 50 New Moon, 2
bedroom, all electric,
Good Condition. Call 4365419.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
Pre 12 x 60 JETLINER.
$4,900.00. Financing for
responsible people. Call
753-9783.

S. 9th

lam,ye,
6-A,

i 1975 Cordoba - Clean as a pin with )
i low mileage. The best-selling
)
i .Chrysler of all time.
t_
i
SEE JIM FAIN,
ED PARKER,
JIM EDWARDS

Jim Fain Motors, Inc.
0

81n Sycamore St
Murray, Ky

)4

ci-ray,pi...R

753-0632

CHRYSLER

3 Beck(
binaticn
neighb
moving

II.

Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge,
Dodge Trucks _.

Swann
703 Isic
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Rent
AP NCY
with
NT
and dryer
:all 753-1398
or 762-6341

DS, young
ouple want 1
iorn furnished
apartment in
ri May. Call
-9767.

37 Livestock

Supplies

ENGLISH SADDLE and
bridle,
$150.00.
Excellent condition. Call
753-9570.
38.Pets

AKC REGISTERED St.
Bernard
puppies
Championshp blood
lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0967 after 4 p. m.
EASTER LAMB. 650.00.
Call 753-4106.

APARTD
)ne or two
Zimmerman
is, South 16th
4609.
MANOR
s, one or two
unfurnished,
stove
and
water bill
tral heat rid
oning. $100.00
-nonths lease,
must meet
;pecifications
good credit
For Rent

IROOM brick
urnished or
HI, all utilities
C. 8th, drive by
•om outside. If
I send name,
and phone
to Bill Ellis,
Carrollton,
Ind.,46205.

i'OUR miles
rray. Couple,
wife. Call 753-

)OM HOUSE,
now. Call 7536-6944.

RICK HOME in
5
or
4
;, 1 42 baths,
dining,
2
s. References
Call 753-3597.

LES from city
n 641 South.
te occupancy.
inly. $155.00 per
311492-8413.
nt Or Lease

ENT
COML SPACE. Off
ccessible from
Eh Streets. Call
fter 6 p.m.

NICE
3 12 month
miniature Poodle, never
been clipped. $40.00. Call
436-2562.
AKC RECISTERED Irish
Setters, $35.00 Call 4365574 after 6 p.m.
41. Public Sales

WOODED
THREE
ACRES with T.V.A.
frontage near Hamlin,
Ky. Good building sites.
Electric and phone in
area. Located on excellent county road only
500' north of Ky 1918
(Kirby Jennings Trail).
Reasonable prices.
Terms.
John
C.
NEUBAUER
REAL
ESTATE, 505 Main St.,
Murray, (502) 753-01017531 or Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.

SEVEN PARTY YARD
sale, furniture, new 10
and 3 speed bicycles,
quilt tops, clothes, sizes
9-18, some mens and
boys, toys, books, lots of
miscellaneous. Friday
and Saturday, 7: 30-? 602
Vine.

905 DORAN ROAD, a
very attractive used
brick home could be the
one for you; features 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
formal dining room,
appliances, central gas
heat and central air.
Call to view at MOFFITT REALTY CO. 206
GARAGE SALE, 309 N.
South 12th Street, 7537th Street, Saturday
3597.
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
FIRST TIME OFFERED
Two bedroom home four
TWO-FAMILY, Patiomiles from Murray,
Garage Sale, 9 a.m. to
House has been comdusk, Saturday, April 10,
pletely redecorated and
1709 Farmer Ave. Many
has new roof, new
clothes from infant
wiring, new plumbing,
through 4-year-old, plus
wood-burning fireplace,
men's and women's •
-is in very good
clothes; bric-a-brac,
condition. Most of the
toys, furniture, books,
furniture in the home
baby bed and acremains with the home.
cessories, plants, golf
Priced at only $11,500.00.
bags, crafts, everything
Phone Bill Kopperud,
must
go,
priced
753-1222, KOPPERUD
reasonable.
REALTY, 711 MAIN
STREET.

d
Sale
1505W. Main
All Day
Saturday
Top quality
chandise

ROBERTS REALTY
located on Sodh 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

NEW FORD 5 X 16 GENERAL PURPOSE SEMIMOUNTED PLOW, Spring trip only $2,390.
New Ford 4 row cultivators: spring shank,
51,375, rigid shank, spring trip only
51,300. New Ford Forage wagon 500
bushels with 8 ton running gear, only
S3,100. All steel Unibody Construction new
200 bushels manure spreader. All steel
52,000 new Ford 4000 S.U. gas tractor with
many extras only $7,300. Great for planting!! Get these and other great bargains
at

extras on
Jim Fain

MARBLE
Don't let the Bathroom make your house
look "Behind The Times" Give it the

"Now Look"with
MARBLE

Thornton Tile
&Marble
-Quality That Will Please"
753-5719

truck
ase ready

1002 Fairlane Dr.
3 Bedroom brick, large living & dining room combination, patio and fenced in backyard. Excellent
neighborhood near shopping center. Family
moving.

iaTithr4

,dge,

KEEP
YOUR
INVESTMENT AT HOME.
Well kept 2 story frame
house in good location,
gas heat, basement, and
garage. Fireplace and
sun porch enhance
traditional charm and
warmth. Rent the six
furnished bedroom on
second floor and watch
your profits grow. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.
TRUCK GARDEN land
Approximately 21
/
2
acres, 11
/
2 miles from
Murray on Highway 280.
Call 753-6580 after 5 p.m.
SHERWOOD FORREST,
choice 3,4 acre wooded
lot, Nottingham D?Ive,
ideal
for
walk-in
basement or tri-level
house. Deed with cash
$2,400 or will sell on land
contract, $400 down,
balance 8 per cent, 36
months, $63.00 per
month. Contact KOPPERUD REALTY. 711
Main,753-1222.
-

COUNTRY PRIVACY
WITH
CITY
FACILITIES.
Three bedroom brick on
extra large lot on good
location. Carport, den,
patio and storm doors
and windows. Recapture
the rustic life without
sacrificing the conveniences of the city.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th BOYD
MAJORS
REAL
ESTATE.
46. Homes For Sale
BEDROOM,
TWO
fireplace, living room,
utility, bath, attached
24ft. garage, 8 acres, 7
miles SE of Murray on
Highway 121. $29,500.
Shown by appointment.
Call 436-2281,
THREE BEDROOM
brick,
fenced
in
backyard on extra large
$23,900.
lot.
1605
Catalina Drive, Murray.
Call 753-3261, 753-6474.

with
selling

GRRYSLER

NEW HOME IN Murray,
priced at $29,900, has 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
range, dishwasher,
central heat and air
conditioning, den. A
must to see if you are
looking for this price
range of home. Call
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.

Moved 11001
Most Sol
4 iled•DORI , 2 baths, largos
feintlys should look or lass.
bait 1974 s•eitel
Isola Wing
W ipso Illoolty
Coll anyhow 753420

Fold down

Inc.

LOT ONE mile from
Murray, 125 x 400. Call
753-8190.

3 Bedroom 2 sterv
2
baths. good well Ideal
property Or 23 acres of
land

•

So 9th

SPECIAL FOR
THE WEEK
Extra nice 11 room,6 br. 4
bath,
home
with
everything. Central gas
heat and central air, 12
closets, basement, 2
fireplaces, wall to wall
carpets, drapes, den,
dining room, built-ins in
the Kitchen, and lots of
extras on a good sized
lot. Call now, just listed.
GUY SPANN REALTY,
753-7724.

soy

power,

, local car

LOT
AT HOLIDAY
Shores. 125' frontage, 70'
back on gravel road.
$1,500.00. Call 436-5690.

Inertsferred
Wife Says

A & I Ford Supply,
Highway 54 W.
Paris, Tenn.

RED POLLED
bulls 6 to 15
Also 6 cows.
with calves
1-247-5487.
•

NICE COWS
have calves
)nice hereford,
I, 1 nice male 1
Call 753-4716.

43 Real Estate

CARPORT SALE, April
10th, 8-2 at 18th and
Magnolia. Sponsored by
NOW a non profit
organization. Refreshments,free babysitting.

Supplies

nts For Rent
D AND un2 bedroom
s, available
bassy Apart!753-4331.

41. Public Sales

V

afrgra Call 753-5805
Swann House
703 Main St. [FEALTY CQ, or 753-8749

Barger Realty 8. Auction Co.

FOR SALE BY OWNER:
Spacious ten room
frame home with two
car garage, workshop
and store room on large
attractive lot. Two
bathrooms, - formal
dining room, study.
Private hack yard with
trees, shrubs, small
garden plot. Located
near University and
Northside
Shopping
Plaza on quirt street.
Priced in low twenties.
Call 753-4045.

49.Used Cars 8 Trucks

49 Used Cars

1973 CAMARO, green on
green, power steering
brakes. Good
and
condition. Call 753-4716.

1971 VW -$750.00. 1968
Buick Electra 225 with
air and all power
$500.00. . 1963 Ford
Fairlane 500,2 door hard
top V-8, automatic
$300.00. Phone 354-6691.

1972 OLDSMOBILE 98
Call 436-5366 or 436-5437.
1974 VEGA STATION
wagon, $1,700. Call 7532424, or 753-5747 after 5

sio9
-/0

1/ 1.10W;TH4T 11-1E"r\IE 1-41K,HED TH/
PRIMCE54 44R6ARET 71-111.16 Uf I SUPFC5E
WE'LL HAVE TO MIT FOR 11-iE BOOK n
46. Homes For Sale
KENTUCKY LAKE:
cabin, three room, bath,
air, electric stove, and
heat, patio, storage
building. Nice lot,
community boat dock,
swim area. $15,000. Call
753-3865.
CONQUALITY
STRUCTION and lovely,
quiet neighborhood, 2
bedrooms, aluminum
sided, house with large
upstairs, carpeted living
room, utility room,
carport and garage,
deep lot with room for a
garden at 1301 Wells
Blvd. One block East of
University. Stove,
refrigerator, large deep
freeze, and new air
condition included. Call
753-7292.
IN
SHERWOOD
FORREST, 2,800 sq. ft.
living sfiate on 2.1evieli.
three bedrooms and
office or 4 bedroom,s_,_2_
full baths, 26 x 18 ft. den
with wood burning
fireplace,large
recreation room with
cab and bar, dining area
and country kitchen
filled with built-ins,fully
carpeted, central heat
and air, intercom,
professionally
decorated, quality
on,
constructiom
beautifully landscaped
lot with trees. Call 7537282 for appointment.
NEWLY
REDECORATED
3
bedroom frame with
utility, shag carpet,
drapes, located on nice
lot at 214 South 11th.
Price reduced to 13,000.
Call 753-7974 or 753-1877.
NEW BARN STYLE
house, unfinished, _3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
fireplace, carport in
East "Y" Subdivision.
Make offer. Call 753-0965
after 5:00.
Just reduced, almost
new 6 room, 3 br. 2
bath, central heat
and air, wall-to-wall
carpet,
fireplace,
and all built-ins in
kitchen.
Good
location and good
price.
Looking for good
farm land. We have
several good farms
of various sizes,
shapes and prices.
Call for information
and we will be happy
to show you any or all
of them.
Nice 8 room, 4
bedroom, 2 bath
older home with
basement, central
gas heat, carpets,
and some drapes.
Has a nice apartment which can be
rented to help pay for
home. Good location
and priced right.

Cgry Span tufty
"Tow Key People
In hat Estate"
It skin is urve you Ws

753-7724
wn Sycamore-Murray,
ky
Atty. SAN o. a.ell Gov
Se... 711-211117. tool»
Saar 713-2419, Jock Pos
,
7334,11111., Lod 11. Colo
733-9713, helot* Dr
TU-5723.

46. Homes Fa Sae
TWO BEDROOM YEAR
round home overlooking
Cypress
Creek,
workshop, garage,
carport, good well,
living and dining room
combined, 16 x 26 with
fireplace. Electric heat
and air. Call 436-2494.
LARGE FOUR bedroom
home on well landscaped lot in Canterbury
for sale by owner.
Shown by appointment
on Saturday and Sunday.. Call 753-4186.
NICE THREE bedroom
brick, spacious utility
room, large closets,
central heat and air,
double carport. 1
baths. Fenced yard,.
near Murray 'High
School. Call 436-2399.

For Sale
By Owner
410 South 10th Street.
Reconditioned and
remodeled. Frame,
boarded.
weather
Price to sell at
$10,000 Phone 7530675
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront
cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
THREE BEDROOM
frame house
near
Shopping Center and
grocery, restaurant.
Call 753-7573.
REDUCED
C NSIDEFLABLY for quick
sale 1515 Canterbury
Estates: "L" shaped
ranch style home.
Professionally landscaped court in front.
Large redwood fenced
patio in back. Three
bedroom. 2 bath, living
room, clIning room,
kitchen with built-ins
overlooking den with
fireplace-built-in bookcases, utility, central
heat and air, good closet
and storr-we space. Call
753-0045
apfor
pointment
47. Motorcycle
1973 1-BVs I k 350, $650.00.
Call 753-6000.
1975 HONDA XL 250. Call
753-9407.

ROY
HARMON•S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 7534124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.
CARPET
KIRBY
CAREclean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution,
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free
estirhates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple.753-0359
CHEVROLET
1967
PICKUP, six cylinder,
straight shift, extra
nice. $80&.00. Call 7534330.
1971 VW SQUAREBACK
air condition, one owner,
$1,295. Call 753-4445.
1972 HONDA CAR, 40
miles per gallon, excellent condition. Call
753-2329.
1966 MUSTANG V-8,
automatic, power
steering, new paint,
good condition. Call 4354515.
1951 STUDABAKER
Champion. Nice condition. $400.00. Can be
seen at Murray Sand Co.

MUSTANG
1967
automatic, $575.00. 1965
Chevrolet van, 6350.00.
1960 Ford Lj ton, $395 00
Call 489-2595.

1971 NINE PASSENGER
Safari station wagon.
Radials. Call 753-2632.

1974
TWO
DOOR
Maverick, yellow with
vinyl top, exterior trim,
air, power steering,
excellent condition. Call
753-6659.
1965 CHEVROLET Bel
. Aire, 6 cylinder, 2 new
tires, good condition.
Call Rob at 753-8900
after 5 p.m.
1971 FORD TORINO,
good condition. 351
power and air. Call 7535154 or 753-5013.
1971 VW SQUAREBACK,
one owner, low mileage.
Like new condition. Call
1-522-8469.

-BACK REST and shelf for
Honda '350 four. Good
condition $25.00. Call
753-7229

ciaasirito hos
=-

1973 HONDA 350 SL, in
good condition. $500.00.
7634702. .
185 SUZUKI DUAL
purpose street, trail
pointless ignition,
knobby rear tire. Only
890 actual miles. Can be
seen at Hillsons Texaro,
15th and Main or call
753-6412 after 4 p.m.
1974 HONDA XR75. Like
new. In read 'running
condition. Looks great.'
cA 753-3730.

50 Campers
STARCRAFT camper
1974 model. Sleeps 6,
stove, sink, icebox.
Extra nice. Call 7538487.
APACHE TENT camper,
sleeps 6, good condition.
$350.00. Call 753-0605.
COACHMAN CAMPER
16', 1975 model. Phone
753-8024 after 5.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps sit. Call 753-4904.
WALK-IN CAMPER for
long bed pickup. Extra's
$350.00 firm. C,all 7534094.
'TRAVEL TRAILER, 19
ft. extra nice fully
equipped,' sleeps six.
$1,650 Call 753-8615.

F- am

51 Services Offered

PAINTING INTERIOR
J & B WELDING and
and exterior. Over 20
Fabrication, portable
years experience. We
welding. 24 hour strvice.
Six trifles south on 121. - specialize, in quality
work. Free estimates.
Call 436-2611 or 436-2590
Call 436-2437 after 5 p.m.
or 436-2227.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.
PAINTING EXTERIOR,
interior, years of experience. By the job or
by the hour, free
estimates. Call 4374534.
LICENSED electrican prompt efficient service. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 7530605.
CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations, and
furniture repair. Call
after 5,436-2476.
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-3548161 or 1-354-8138.
PAVING DRIVEWAYS,
parking lots, sealed
coating, makes asphalt
last longer. Blacktop
patching and repairing.
Call 901-584-7780.
GENERAL BACRHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.
Self employed for septic
tanks and backhoe
mirk. Call 753-8689.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, wo14-:-Completely
NICF 13-' CAMPER,
guaranteed. Call or
sleeps 4, icebox, ange.
write Morgan Con6850 or best reasonable
'
struction Co. Route 2,
offer Call 753-1566
Bo's 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
51 Services Uttered
night 442-7026.

WILL BREAK AND
ORDER gardens. Call
753-7143.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
753-2310
free
for
estimates.
WILL GIVE TENNIS
LESSONS, starting May
• 1, extremely good rates.
Call 753-1960.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
WILL MOW AND trim
*yards. Call 753-1593.
HOME
IMBOB'S
PROVEMENTService,
cement work, blade
work, interior- and exterior carpentry work,
and finish work. Call
436-2502.
TO BREAK AND disc
gardens, mow vi.cant
lots and blade work. Call
753-5737.
- WILL DO BABY SITTING day or night, have
references. Call 7530305.
LAWN MOWING and
minor tree trimming
Reasonable rates Call
753-7836.

Lown -Service Co.
.136-2.132
call after 6-00p.m.

.7991=11911=aaw7Ilieweiseolowomp

Barnett's Wash
Sand And Gravel

lurches
Jewelry
113:. 4th
r, ',i.el
a.

Concord Highway, just past
Clarks River, Now open for
business. 8-5.
Why Pay More?

For dependable walcti
nd jewelry repair

i

Factory Approved
Accutron Service

Mortor Sand
Small Rock
Large Septic Tank Rock
Lime
Fill Sand

WILL DO Housework.
Call 436-2197
ALCOA Siding, awnings,
carports, magestic
'fireplaces._ Alturiinurr,i
ServiCe Co., Call 4928647.

$2.50 ton
$2.50 ton
$2.75 ton
$5.00 ton
S1.75 ton

Under 7 ton: small additional fee for
loading.

Phone Nights - 753-4776 or 436-2508.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

POEMS WANTED

WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard work
Call 753-1495

THE KENTUCKY SOCIETY OF POETS is
compiling a book of poems. If you have
written a poem and would like our
selection committee to consider it for
publication,send your poem and a selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
THE KENTUCKY SOCIETY
OF POETS

PAINTING
+
experienced painter and
paper hanger, interior
and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates
Call 753-8343.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
-lioThe and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating, Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

212 Republic Bldg.

Suite 212
Louisville, Ky. 20202

CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quck drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.,

1972 YAMAHA 350CC,
good condition. $425.00
firm. Call 767-2357.
75 HAR1.EY DAVIDSONSnortster
1000,
very good condition.Low
mileage Call 1-247-7095.

GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCITON, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities.
Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-9686262. This is a deale7s
auction.

1968 LTD STATION
wagon, 9 passenger.
automatic, power and
air.. $750.00. Call
0605.

1970 CHALLENGER,
$1,800. Good condition.
Call 753-8717 after 5 p.m.

51 Services Offe,ed

Trucks

$100,000.00
Liquidation Sale
Authentic American
Indian Jewelry

--

April 9th and 10th
By popular repress we or 'etyma, to law rev ,or 'wo Jess
only m en etiolate te lamas• s large portion of oin reflection
asesistias ef

NOTICE

Nsef kla( cc
• Pendants
'Rings
'far Rings

Motor Vehicle Licenses
(City Stickers)
and Motorcycle Licenses
and 1976 Dog Togs
are now on sole at
the City Clerks Office
City Hall, Murray, Kentucky

• Hundreds of Bracelets
'Belt Buckles
'Watch bands
•Chokers

Keay ether wassrel pieces Al lwereirs it rArect gran Ilse
lievelse. Zeal. Hopi amid Saute Dansersise reserve/awl lei South
west llseised Swop. Sooy *Kw' I sapierf owl el le-weirs n
roarowtsad twee** coral, denial silver end head ma& by
A elbefiC1101 111.16110S.

Public Welcome
I malers bring tax numbers
Friday April 9, 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday Gpr0 10,1'700 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Holiday hat, Seek 12th Street, Murray, Kentucky.
towdstisi

office hours
8 a.m. to 5p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Tim Randolph, Homer, Ill.

I

Bank Antericard

Master Charge

1
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Tennie Stom
Dies At Hospital

Tractor Pull . . Special Sermon In Music
Sunday At Christian Church

Presbyterians To
Hear Youth Choir
Sunday Morning

(Continued from Page 1)

night's competition.
Jones, who farms 300 acres, .A sermon in
music, "The worship leader with J. Robert
has his other tractor, a Seven Last Words of
Christ," Skinder and Bill Van Meter as
Minneapolis-Moline G705, by Theodore Dubois,
Regular worship services
Mrs. Tennie B. Stunt, 72, 304
will be greeters and Brent Boston and
will be held Sunday, April 11,
William J. Claxton of Route entered in the 7,000 to 9,000- presented at the First Rick Ferrell as candle
South Eighth, died at three at 10:45 a.m. at the First
a.m. today at the Murray- 'Three, Paducah, formerly of pound class. The Murray pull Christian Church on Sunday, lighters.
Presbyterian Church with
Calloway County was dead on is one of approximately 30 in April 11, at 10:45 a.m.
Calloway County Hospital.
Elders serving will be Del
Rev. Chuck Moffett, pastor,
arrival at Western Baptist which he will compete this Margaret Porter will be
She is survived by her
the Fleming and Preston Holland.
Hospital in Paducah at 12:40 year.
director with Gary Galloway Deacons will be Henry Fulton, speaking on the subject, "The
husband, Jessie Storn, 304
The new center, the con- as the organist.
Ends and Outs of the Gospel,"
South Eighth, two sons, a.m. this rimming. Death was
B. D. Hall, John ford Hall,
funding for which Guest soloists will
struction
with scripture from I Samuel
due to an automobile accident
Thomas and Aubrey of Almo;
be Mrs. Coleman
Mcpel, Dan
16:1-5, 14-23 and Mark 11:1-11.
that occurred in McCracken was included in the capital Vernon Shown, soprano, Dr. McKee!,and SteSe Shaw.
two sisters, Arah Thompson
County. He was 42 years of construction portion of former Joe Prince, tenor, and
The Youth Choir, directed
and Alice Cook of Paducah;
Palm Sunday service on
The
David
Gov. Wendell H. Ford's Dickson, baritone.
age.
by Carl Mowery with Kathy
four grandchildren and one
Sunday will start with the
Mowery as organist, will
He is survived by his wife, biennial budget for 1974175, A nursery will be provided Chatiern's Palm Procession.
great-grandchild.
Mrs. Vivian Grooms Claxton has a seating capacity of 2,800 for the services.
present special music at the
Funeral services will be at
Sunday School will be held
of Paducah Route Three;• and an arena area of ap- Dr. David Roos will be
services.
two p.m. Sunday at the Max
the at 9:30 a.m.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. proximately 45,600 square
Church School will be at 9:30
Churchill Funeral Chapel with
The Junior Choir will
a.m. A nursery is provided.
Rev. Aaron McWherter of- (Jake)Claxton of Hamlin; one feet.
practice at 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Ground for the facility,
On Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
ficiating. Burial will be in the daukhter, JoRene Claxton,
with supper for the God Squad
includes (Continued from Page 1.)
also
two sons, Billy Jake Claxton which
Maundy
Thursday
New Providence Cemetery.
at' six p.m. before their the
Tenabrae and Communion
Friends may call after three and Stewart Claxton all of classrooms, tad( rooms and which fire protection can be meeting at 6:30 p.m.
p.m. today at the funeral Memphis, Tenn., three step- staging areas for competing provided the Hickman County
The Elders will meet at 6:30 Service will be held at the
children, Debbie, Thane K., animals and machines, was area
with
home.
appropriate pm. and The Church Board at church. Bibble Study will be at
and Jeff Claxton all of broken Sept. 26, 1974, in equipment, strategically seven p.m. on Sunday.
-7:30 p.m. Wednesday. The
Paducah Route Three; two ceremonies attended by then located
and
purchased
The Maundy Thursday, *session meeting will be at 7730
sisters, Mrs. Jean Hamra of Gov. Ford and held on the 254- through the Purchase Area Tenebrae, an order of Holy
p.m. Tuesday, and the
Development District.
Hamlin and Mrs. Marjorie acre laboratory farm.
fellowship luncheon will be at
Communion, will be observed
Besides its use for the
12 noon Monday.
Mr. Felix Beach of 310 South Litton of Brooklin, N. Y. and a
In addition, he has per- at the church at eight p.m.
12th Street, Murray, died this grandmother, Mrs. Pearl agriculture program at formed many clerking duties
Murray State, the center also in Bowlin's law office, worked
morning at 12:20 a.m. at the Winn of Hartville, Mo.
He was a member of the will be used by the agriculture on assignments from the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He wash -years of __Lone Oak United Methodist industry in the University's Hickman County Fiscal Court
four-state region for livestock and with the Hickman County
Church.
age, and a retired farmer.
Funeral
- Mr. Beach was born on arrangements are incomplete and horse shows and sales, Vocational School.
December 17, 1894 in Calloway at this time. The Blalock- equipment exhibitions, horBowlin has expressed
County and his parents were Coleman. Funeral Home has ticulture shows and other satisfaction with his young
the late Ivan Beach and Cora charge of arrangements, and farm-related events.
assistant's work and believes
Other events scheduled in the internship concept not only
Cox Beach. He and his wife, friends may call at a time to
the center during its first is a sound one but one which
the former Nannie Fulton, be announced later.
month include: American could be of great benefit to
were married February 19;
Quarter Horse Association county officials across
1916.
West
horse show, April 16-17; first Kentucky, as well as
Survivors include his wife,
biannual Murray State providing invaluable practical
Mrs. Nannie Reach, eight
(Continued from Page 1)
University rodeo, April 23-24- experience for Murray State
daughters, Mrs. John iVelma )
Jurors honorable mention 25, and the West Kentucky
Copeland of Kirksey Route
political science and pre-law
Future Farmers of America students.
One, Mrs.Joe (Wilma) Mason recognition went to "
Easley for a weaving, to Miles Field Day on April 30.
of Mayfield Route Five, Mrs.
"It takes a certain type of
J. L. r !alai Green of Kirksey for -a sculpture, to David
individual to handle a
Route Two, Miss Nona Beach Ribar, a Louisville junior, for
program such as this," he
of Kirksey Route One, Mrs. a drawing, and to John
observed. "He must be
Fronie Lawerence of Wayne, Frederick, a Clay sophomore,
visible. He must be seen in the
Mich., Mrs. Hafford ( Lynda ) fora sculpture.
community
and be actively
Jurors for the show were
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of engaged in
Morris of Kirksey Route One,
making things
Mel
Someroski,
professor
in
the Memorial Baptist Church, happen if this sort program
Mrs. Charles (Wanda Sue)
of
School
The
of Art at Kent State will speak at the 10:50 a.m.
Mooney of Houston, Texas,
is to be successful. Jeff has
University,
and
Tom
Walsh,
and
6:30 p.m. services on handled this well for us.
,and Mrs. Bobby (Faye)
Manning of Lynn Grove; four professor in the School of Art Sunday, April II, at the
"I knoiv,one thing," he went
sons, Andrew Beach of at Southern Illinois University church. .
on."He has enabled this office
and
a
former
faculty
member
The Sanctuary Chairs to
Warren, Mich., Robert Beach
accomplish
lot
a
directed by Rev. Ron Ham- more—easie
of Murray Route Three, at Murray State.
ry _ too—than I
Hours
for
the
Eagle
Gallery
pton, minster of music, with would
Freddy Beach of Cadiz, and
have been-...able.,to
--EdwIri Beach- of Alrne; two- are 7 a.m. to 10p.m. Monday Margaret Wilkins as organist _manage
alone."
through
Friday,
8
a.m.
to
5
and Diane Dixon as pianist,
brothers, Chesley Beach of
p.m.
on Saturdays, apd 1 to 10 will present special music.
Kirksey, and Artis Beach of
Benton Route Three; 38 p.m. on Sundays.
Starkie Colson, deacon of
grandchildren and 19 great
the week will assist in the
grandchildren.
morning services.
Bro. Ron Newberry will be
• The ordinance of the Lord's
Funeral services will be
Supper will be observed at the the speaker at the 10:40 a.m.
held Monday at one p.m. at the
evening services, and the six p.m. worship services on
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. J. P.
''What's Underneath?" will ordinance of baptism at the Sur29y, April 11, at the
McCaffry conducting the be the subject of the sermon morning services.
• Seventh and Popular Church
Church Teaching will be at of Christ.
rites. Burial will be in the by Rev. W. Edd Glover at the
Directing the song se ie
Murray Memorial Gardens.
eleven a. m. services on • 9:40 a.m. with Tommy Wilkins
Friends may call at the Sunday. April 11, at the North as director, and Church will be Jerry Bolls and akin:
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Pleasant Crove Cumberland Training will be at 5:30 p.m. the announcement will be
with I Arry 1,yles as di rcir-tor
Tommy Carraw
Home after one p.m. today.
Presbyterian Church,
Dan
Knouff will be the
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 356.3, greeter and Jimmy Cain will
make the announcements
up 0.1.
Mrs. Emma Dean Lawson will
Below darn 311 3,down 1.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.3, have special music.
Sunday School will be at ten
The Cahcel Choir of the /
moos, ,.Miekey
wrpenter,
up 0.1.
a. m. and evening worship at First United Metho
Jamot*eatherly._DarrfsoOk.
,Below dam 319.1, down 2.4.
6:30.
Church will present a s cial
Cindy
Mullen,
Ronald
Sunset 626.Sunrise 5:30.
musical program,"
Beshear, Linda Cook, and.,
Seven
•
Last Words of
Christy BannVert
rist," on
A fellowshipiime will follow
PAstt Sunday
pril 11, at
10:50 a.m. at
the service ui-tilor sioriaTiwolik---,•
church..
Paul S
Church School will be at:30
an is the director
of the antata by Theodore a.m.
Du
with Mrs. Richard W.
The Junior Ifeih United
F rell as the organist.
Methodist Youth Fellowship
wilt meet at 5:30 p m. fit
Guest soloists will be Sara
Tate, soprano, Henry Bannon, recreation and at six p.m. fortenor, and Carl RoiLers, the program on "Christian0
baritone. The scripture will be in Politics'• by State Rep.
from Luke 23:32-4,
Kenneth lines.
-"Ariffted Presbyterian
The flowers on the altar on
Sunday morning will be
Church, and Presbyterian
memory of Keith Baar's b;•-th- ChurchpAl. S. A." will be the.
day by his. grandmother, Mrs. • progratil. by Rev. Charles"
E. A. Lundquist.
Voffott to he presented for the
At seven p.m. Sunday the 4enior High UMYF at 5:30
Young Adult-iSunday School p.m.
Class will present a special
Supper for both groups will
Lenten service with Mrs. be at 6:30 p.m. before the
Farrell as organist and evening lervire.
Michael Mullen as soloist.
The observance of th,
Characters will be by Gary Sacrament of Holy Con'
Haverstock. Marsha Dorgan- munion will be on Mauritil
Carpenter, Mary • Beshear, Thursday, April 15, at sever
Ellie Christopher. Ronald p.m. in the sanctuary of the
Christopher, Edwinna Sim- church.
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Another First

at
Murray Supply co. nc.

Painting ...

Memorial Church
To Hear Rev. White

Font-Cutting
INDUSTRIAL TRACTORS

First United Method's Church
To Hear Cantata And Program

tow

BASE, FRANKLIN?

MALf86 /we CAP
WOULD ELL? IN THE AIR
IF I 60T A WALK..

'4cr
"
-saa
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MASTER
AMMER

You'll be SHOCKED at the low price of these high
quality industrial
rated mowers
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Come by and let us show you the addition
al
features ofthis excellent mower
-
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You don't follow the
Yazoo with a trimmer. The Yazoo mows under guardrails, under
shrubbery, around poles and trees in one pass!

WHEN WAS THE LAST
TIME YOU STOLE THIRD

Mu^r.
He
profes.
and g(•
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Don:
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Cutting Industrial
Tra
cto
rs
The ideal mower for large or small mowing jobs.

I SURE WOULD LIKE A
CAP! JUST THINK HOW
GREAT I'D LOOK STEALING
THIRD BASE WITH MW
CAP FL,(IN6 IN THE AIR .I

0

Sun
60s. F
40s. :

We Now Carry in Stock The
Famous Yazoo Front

FRANKLIN
MARCiE SEEMS
TO THINK OUR
TEAM NEEDS
BASEBALL CAPS .

La

•

Ron Newberry Will
Speak At Church

Pleasant Grove To
Hear Rev. Glover

Volum

I'M GOING
TO TAKE
A BATH - -

50 DON T PHONE ME
AND GET ME OUT
OF THE TUB

We are in the Lawn and Garden Business
regardless of what your needs are

Murray Supply Co.
'West Kentucky's Bargain Center"
2sEmauhmurr"

You Get Service After The Sale

Phone 753-3361

•

